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1. Introduction 
                                                                                                               
Milk fat (butter oil) is the 3rd main lipid source for human nutrition (Aguedo et al. 
2008) and is extensively used in dairy and other processed foods for its buttery flavor 
and creamy mouth feel. Milk fat is mainly transformed in butter (over 1.8 million tons 
transferred annually on European market), which is either consumed directly or 
transformed as ingredient in e.g. bakery product, confectionery and ice cream 
(Bourlieu et al. 2009). 
 
Although milk fat is attractive for its sensory and physical properties, its nutritional 
value has been questioned due to the high content of hypercholesterolemic saturated 
fatty acid moieties, which have been associated with a raise in human’s plasma 
cholesterol level and the risk for coronary heart disease. Because of the concern on 
hypercholesterolemia, there is a growing demand for healthier milk fat, i.e. with less 
hypercholesterolemic saturated fatty acids and enriched unsaturated fatty acids. 
 
Modification of the fatty acid profile of milk fat can be achieved via two pathways, i.e. 
on farm practices (animal genetic selection, change of the feeding regime) and post 
farm processes (chemical interesterification, enzymatic modification, etc). As on farm 
modifications are time-consuming, difficult to control and could affect other nutrients 
in milk, direct post farm processes attract more interests. Lipase-mediated enzymatic 
modifications are especially appealing, not only because they display high specificity 
and high efficiency, but because they present natural image and can be conducted 
under mild condition, as the modifications mimic biological processes in which 
enzymes lower the activation energy barrier (Bourlieu et al. 2009). 
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Lipases are a group of water-soluble enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis (and 
synthesis) of ester bonds in insoluble acylglycerols at lipid-water interface (Jaeger et 
al. 1999). Lipases are ubiquitous in nature, e.g. in plants, animals and microorganisms. 
They are involved in diverse biological processes, for example, in fat digestion, in cell 
membrane function and in the nutrient acquisition of microorganisms.  
 
Lipases of microbial origin are of considerable commercial importance, because of 
the high versatility and high stability, moreover, the advantage of being readily 
produced in high yields (Hasan et al. 2006). A number of fungal and bacterial lipases 
have been exploited as cheap and versatile catalysts in various industries, such as food, 
dairy, detergent and pharmaceutical industries, and also in degradation of fatty wastes 
and biodiesel production (Liu et al. 2008; Bourlieu et al. 2009; Gupta et al. 2004). 
Many microbial lipases have been commercially available in free or immobilized 
form.   
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2. Literature review 
 
2.1 Nutritional characteristics of milk fat 
 
In its native state, milk fat presents as dispersed globules. Triglycerides (TAGs) 
account for 95-98% of total lipid in bovine milk fat and are located in the globule core. 
A  small  amount  of  mono-  and  diacylglycerols  (MAGs  and  DAGs),  resulting  from  
milk natural lipolysis, are present at the interface between fat globule core and its 
membrane (Bourlieu et al. 2009). The fat globule membrane, which envelops the lipid 
droplets, is composed mainly of phospholipids and proteins. Besides, cholesterol 
(0.3%) is mostly located in the fat globule core (Bourlieu et al. 2009). 
 
Milk fat is probably the most complex natural fat, containing more than 100,000 
different  TAGs with  a  wide  range  of  molecular  weights  (470-890 g/mol)  (Balcao  & 
Malcata 1998a). So far, 416 types of fatty acids (FAs) have been identified in bovine 
milk TAGs (Bourlieu et al. 2009). The composition and regiodistribution of major 
FAs are shown in Fig. 1. The predominant FAs are pamitic (C16:0), oleic (C18:1, 
cis-9) and myristic (C14:0) acids. The distribution of FAs on the glycerol backbone is 
not  random.  For  example,  butyric  (C4:0)  and  caproic  (C6:0)  acids  are  almost  
exclusively located at sn-3 and external (sn-1 and -3) positions, respectively (Bourlieu 
et al. 2009). 
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The nutritional value of milk fat has been questioned due to the high content of 
hypercholesterolemic saturated fatty acid moieties, which mainly refer to lauric 
(C12:0), myristic (C14:0) and palmitic (C16:0) acid moieties (Kontkanen et al. 2010). 
These medium and long chain saturated fatty acid moieties are associated with a raise 
in human’s plasma cholesterol level through increasing low density lipoprotein (LDL) 
cholesterol level and thus the risk for coronary heart disease. On the other hand, 
unsaturated fatty acid moieties, such as oleic (C18:1), linoleic (C18:2) and linolenic 
(C18:3) acids are considered effective in lowering plasma cholesterol level. 
Short-chain fatty acids (<C12) do not apparently raise the cholesterol level (Balcao & 
Malcata 1998a). Recently some minor components of milk fat have received attention 
for their health benefits, for example, conjugated linoleic acids (CLAs) formed as a 
result of rumen microbial biohydrogenation have been intensively studied for their 
potential in the formulation of nutraceuticals (Garcia et al. 2001).  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Fatty acids composition and regiodistribution in bovine milk fat 
((Bourlieu et al. 2009) 
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2.2 Lipases and their applications in the modification of milk fat 
 
2.2.1 Lipases and lipase-catalyzed reactions 
 
Lipases  (E.C.  3.1.1.3)  catalyze  the  reversible  hydrolysis  of  ester  bonds  of  insoluble  
acylglycerols (Jaeger et al. 1999), as distinguished from esterases, whose substrates 
are soluble acylglycerols. However, most lipases are capable of hydrolyzing the 
esterase substrates. 
 
Lipases  of  different  origins  share  structural  similarities.  In  brief,  they  are  ??? 
hydrolase with a core of parallel ? strands surrounded by ?-helices (Fig. 2). Their 
central mixed ? sheet contains the catalytic triad, which is composed of serine, 
histidine and aspartate or glutamate residues. Most lipases contain a lid which consists 
of an amphiphilic peptide loop that covers the active site in its inactive state. In the 
presence of water-lipid interface, interfacial activation occurs when the lid undergoes 
a conformational change that makes the active site accessible to substrate. This 
explains the sharp increase in lipase activity observed when the substrate 
concentration is high enough to start forming an emulsion (Jaeger et al. 1999).  
 
 
Fig. 2. X-ray structure of Pseudomonas aeruginosa lipase (Jaeger et al. 1999) 
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The  hydrolysis  of  substrate  is  thought  to  proceed  in  three  steps.  It  starts  with  the  
binding of lipid, activation of serine residue by neighboring histidine and a 
nucleophile attack on the carbonyl group of substrate by the oxygen atom of the 
hydroxyl group of serine (Fig. 3a). This leads to the formation of a transient acyl 
enzyme intermediate stabilized by an oxyanion hole and the release of alcohol 
component of the substrate (Fig. 3b). The final stage involves a nucleophile attack by 
an incoming water molecule on the carbonyl carbon atom of the acyl group covalently 
attached to the serine, inducing the release of the acyl product and the regeneration of 
the catalytic site (Fig. 3c) (Jaeger et al. 1999).   
 
 
Fig. 3. Mechanism of lipase catalysis (Reis et al. 2009) 
 
Compared to chemical catalysts, lipases present a very noticeable functional property 
that is their specificity, including substrate specificity, fatty acid specificity, positional 
specificity (regiospecificity) and stereospecificity (Bourlieu et al. 2009). Substrate 
specificity refers to the ability to hydrolyze preferentially a type of acylglycerol. Fatty 
acid specificity describes the ability to hydrolyze a particular FA or  groups  of  FAs,  
for example, Geotrichum candidum produces two lipase isoforms (GCL I and GCL II) 
and only GCL I shows a high preference for cis (?-9) unsaturated fatty acyl moieties 
(Holmquist 1998). Positional specificity means lipases can selectively act on the two 
external positions of TAG glycerol backbone, while stereospecificity means they can 
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distinguish between sn-1 and sn-3 positions of TAG molecule and is useful in 
pharmaceutical technology. Lipases showing no marked specificity to either the 
position or the structure of the acyl group are called non-specific lipases. 
 
Lipases are able to catalyze reversible hydrolysis reaction (Fig. 4). In the presence of 
excess water, lipases catalyze the hydrolysis of ester bond, while under microaqueous 
condition they catalyze hydrolysis and ester synthesis sequentially in a process known 
as transesterification, which is further classified into interesterification, acidolysis and 
alcoholysis (Bourlieu et al. 2009). Interesterification between two TAGs involves the 
exchange  of  acyl  groups  between  the  glycerol  backbones.  This  reaction  results  in  a  
change in the TAG profile and thus the properties of TAGs blend. In acidolysis, the 
acyl moiety is displaced between an acylglycerol and a carboxylic acid, e.g. a FA. 
While in alcoholysis, the acyl moiety is displaced between an acylglycerol and an 
alcohol. Alcoholysis between glycerol and TAGs leads to blends of DAGs and MAGs 
with emulsifying properties. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Categories of lipase-catalyzed reactions (Bourlieu et al. 2009) 
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2.2.2 Applications of lipases in the modification of milk fat 
 
The use of lipases to enhance the functionalities and values of milk fat has been 
initiated since 1970s and non-specific and regiospecific lipases have been 
predominantly studied. These studies are mainly focused on flavor development, 
production of tailor-made fats with upgraded physical and nutritional features. For 
example, partial hydrolysis of milk fat to release aromatic fatty acids is used to 
produce flavor concentrates, which impart rich cheesy flavor (Regado et al. 2007). 
Other applications include the production of cocoa butter substitutes, human milk fat 
substitutes, spreadable butters (Bourlieu et al. 2009; Balcao & Malcata 1998a).  
 
Lipases have also proven to be promising in improving nutritional properties of milk 
fat  by  increasing  the  proportion  of  unsaturated  fatty  acids  and/or  decreasing  that  of  
hypercholesterolemic fatty acids. Interesterification with vegetable oils rich in 
unsaturated FA residues and acidolysis with unsaturated FAs have been intensively 
studied in the modification of milk fat. Interesterification of milk fat with various 
vegetable oils, such as the oil of canola, linseed, rapeseed, sunflower and soybean, has 
been  reported  (Bourlieu  et  al.  2009).  For  example,  the  interesterification  of  milk  
fat/rapeseed oil/linseed oil blend at the weight ratio of 70/20/10 gave satisfactory 
rheological and oxidative properties for spreads and increased content in 
polyunsaturated FA residues in milk TAGs (Aguedo et al. 2008). Incorporation of 
beneficial unsaturated FA and reduction of hypercholesterolemic FA was also reached 
via acidolysis of milk fat with supplied FAs, such as ?-linolenic, oleic or conjugated 
linoleic  acid  (Kontkanen  et  al.  2010).  It  was  reported  that  interesterification  and  
acidolysis of milk fat with oleic acid by Mucor javanicus lipase increased oleic acid 
content of milk fat acylglycerols by approximately 30% w/w, meanwhile decreased 
lauric acid and myristic acid content by 8% and 2%, respectively (Balcão & Malcata 
1998b). Immobilized lipase preparations from Candida antarctica and Mucor miehei 
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and free lipase from Candida rugosa were found effective in catalyzing acyl exchange 
between milk fat TAGs and CLAs. The CLA residue content of milk fat acylglycerols 
increased from native value of 0.6g/100g fat to values which were at least an order of 
magnitude higher (Garcia et al. 2001). However, limited data were reported on the 
sensory acceptability of milk fat after interesterification or acidolysis. 
 
Seldom has there been research reported on the partial depletion of 
hypercholesterolemic fatty acid residues via lipase-catalyzed hydrolysis reaction to 
improve the nutritional property of milk fat. 
 
2.3 Lipase-producing bacteria in raw milk 
 
Raw milk is contaminated by microorganisms during the milking procedure and the 
following transportation. The microflora in raw milk is significantly influenced by the 
sanitary conditions of milk collection and handling process. Under sanitary conditions, 
psychrotrophs, i.e. bacteria capable of growing at 7°C, account for less than 10% of 
initial raw milk microflora, in contrast to more than 75% under unsanitary conditions 
(Hantsis-Zacharov & Halpern 2007). However, during cold storage, the growth of 
other bacteria is inhibited and psychrotrophs dominate the flora. Raw milk 
psychrotrophs  comprise  both  Gram  negative  genera  (Pseudomonas, Aeromonas, 
Serratia, Acinetobacter, Alcaligenes, Achromobacter, Enterobacter, and 
Flavobacterium) and Gram positive genera (Bacillus, Clostridium, Corynebacterium, 
Microbacterium, Micrococcus, Streptococcus, Staphylococcus, and Lactobacillus) 
(Hantsis-Zacharov & Halpern 2007). The most frequently encountered psychrotrophs 
in refrigerated raw milk are Gram negative genera, especially, Pseudomonas spp. 
(Tan & Miller 1992). 
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Psychrotrophs play a leading role in spoilage of milk and dairy products by producing 
extracellular proteases and lipases, which withstand heat treatment and cause quality 
defects. Lipases can hydrolyze milk TAGs and cause rancidity. Proteases are 
associated with bitterness in milk, gelation of UHT sterilized milk, etc. The diversity 
and enzymatic traits of culturable psychrotrophs in raw milk were investigated e.g. in 
Israel (Hantsis-Zacharov & Halpern 2007). About 20% of the total 264 isolates were 
suggested to be novel species. Most isolates had either lipolytic or both lipolytic and 
proteolytic activities. Among the five most predominant genera, Pseudomonas and 
Acinetobacter (Gram negative) showed mainly lipolytic activity, Microbacterium was 
highly lipolytic and proteolytic, and the lactic acid bacteria (Lactococcus and 
Leuconostoc) displayed very minor enzymatic ability. 
 
Lipase production by psychrotrophs varies with the species, so does enzyme 
specificity, optimal temperature, pH, etc. (Abdou 2003; Lotrakul & Dharmsthiti 1997). 
Among psychrotrophs, Pseudomonas spp. have been intensively reported to produce 
lipases, mostly exolipases (extracellular lipases) (Saxena et al. 2003; Schuepp et al. 
1997). However, there are also reports related to the presence of endolipases 
(intracellular lipases). For example, Pseudomonas fragi CRDA 037 was reported to 
produce both exo- and endolipases (Schuepp et al. 1997). Lipases from psychrotrophs 
have shown wide-ranging versatility in industrial applications. Efforts have been 
made to overexpress the corresponding gene of some psychrotrophs in heterologous 
host E. coli for the production of active lipases, and the folding and secretion 
mechanisms of their lipases have been proposed (Jaeger & Eggert 2002). 
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2.4 Detection and determination of lipase activity 
 
As lipases are ideal tools for biotechnological applications, there have always been 
needs to screen novel lipases with desiring features from natural sources and to 
optimize existing lipases by enzyme engineering. Various methods have been 
developed to detect and determine lipase activity. They are based on either the 
disappearance of the substrate, the production of free fatty acids (FFAs), or the 
clarification of emulsions (Hasan et al. 2009). Some commonly used methods are 
described here. 
 
2.4.1 Screening methods on solid media 
 
Plate methods are usually used for the preliminary screening of lipase-producing 
bacteria for the convenience and rapidness. Some methods make use of pH indicator 
dyes, such as Victoria blue and phenol red, to indicate the lipolytic activity by the 
change in dye color as pH drops due to released FFAs (Hasan et al. 2009; Singh et al. 
2006). These methods can differentiate esterase and lipase by using tributyrin and 
triolein respectively, as substrates. In one study, the substrate was incorporated along 
with phenol red in growth media and poured in petri dishes. Isolates producing 
esterase gave positive results only on tributyrin plates, while those producing lipase 
were positive on both tributyrin and triolein plates (Singh et al. 2006). 
  
However, the screening methods based on pH indicator dyes are not quite sensitive 
and the dye responds to any pH change. So some researchers developed another plate 
assay for bacterial lipases with fluorescent dye Rhodamine B (Kouker & Jaeger 1987). 
Olive oil was used as a substitute for triolein, and was emulsified in growth media 
along with Rhodamine B. Bacterial isolates with lipase activity were detected by the 
formation of orange fluorescent halo around colonies upon UV irradiation (350 nm). 
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When esterase was tested, no fluorescent halo was formed. The sensitivity of the 
assay was demonstrated by its lowest detection limit at about 1 nkat of lipase activity, 
as compared with about 20 nkat for titrimetric assay. 
 
The use of fluorogenic substrates, 4-methylumbelliferone (MUF) derivatives, enabled 
a fast and sensitive lipase activity assay (Diaz et al. 1999).  Identification of lipase 
producers after their growth on solid medium was performed by spreading the plate 
surface with MUF-butyrate or MUF-oleate solution. Under UV illumination, isolates 
bearing lipolytic activity showed fluorescence emission due to substrate hydrolysis 
and MUF release. Detection of lipolytic activity against MUF-butyrate was mostly 
achieved within 30 s, while that against MUF-oleate usually required 15 min 
incubation at room temperature. MUF-substrates were also used to detect lipolytic 
activity  from  cell  fractions  on  filter  paper  (Diaz  et  al.  1999).  There  are  a  variety  of  
MUF-derivatives with different chain length commercially available.  
 
2.4.2 Chromogenic assay 
 
Chromogenic assay employs a special substrate that gives a colored end product, or 
that can be easily converted to a colored product, such as p-nitrophenyl or naphthyl 
esters (Gilham & Lehner 2005). The hydrolysis of the substrate leads to the release of 
alcohol that can be measured spectrophotometrically. Lipase activity can be 
determined by monitoring the release of p-nitrophenol at 410 nm. A series of 
p-nitrophenyl derivatives with variable acyl chains are commercially available, and 
p-nitrophenyl laurate and p-nitrophenyl palmitate have been frequently used for lipase 
activity assay. p-nitrophenyl esters are also used to quickly assay the chain length 
specificity of microbial lipases (Hasan et al. 2009).  
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2.4.3 Zymographic analysis 
 
Zymography is used for the identification of a specific enzyme among the bands 
separated by electrophoresis. The dyes phenol red and Victoria blue have been used to 
stain  the  active  lipase  by  the  overlay  technique.  In  zymogram  obtained  with  phenol  
red after native PAGE, lipase activity towards olive oil was demonstrated by yellow 
bands against pink background in the overlay (Singh et al. 2006). In another study, the 
native PAGE gel was incubated with overlay containing Victoria blue and olive oil 
for 12 h, and blue zones developed in the overlay showing the presence of active 
lipases (Yadav et al. 1998).  
 
The use of fluorogenic MUF-derivatives in zymogram provided a sensitive detection 
method for lipase activity. After proteins were separated in SDS-PAGE gel, SDS was 
removed from the gel by soaking in 2.5% Triton X-100 at room temperature for 30 
min.  The  gel  was  then  washed  and  covered  by  a  solution  of  MUF-butyrate  or  
MUF-oleate. In this study, fluorescent activity bands became visible under UV 
illumination in 30 s for MUF-butyrate and in about 15 min for MUF-oleate. After 
zymographic analysis, the same gel was subsequently stained with Coomassie dye, 
which allowed the determination of the molecular weight of lipase proteins (Diaz et al. 
1999). 
 
2.5 Production and purification of lipases 
 
2.5.1 Production of lipases 
 
The lipase production by bacteria is greatly influenced by nutritional and 
physical-chemical factors, such as carbon and nitrogen sources, presence of lipids, 
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inorganic ions, temperature, pH and agitation (Gupta et al. 2004).  
 
Lipases are mostly induced in the presence of oil or other substrates, such as TAGs, 
FAs,  glycerol  and  Tween-80,  in  the  culture  media  (Gupta  et  al.  2004;  Hasan  et  al.  
2009). However, some microorganisms produce lipases constitutively, e.g. the lipase 
production of a Pseudomonas strain isolated from soil was not affected by the 
presence  of  natural  oil/fats  or  fatty  acid  esters  (Gaoa  et  al.  2000).  Other  carbon  
sources, such as sugars and polysaccharides, also have significant influence on the 
expression of lipase activity (Gupta et al. 2004). There seems to be no common rule 
about which kinds of carbon source are effective for producing bacterial lipases. For 
example, certain long-chain FAs, such as oleic acid, are known to enhance lipase 
production by P. mephitica, but repress the production by P. aeruginosa EF2 and 
Acinetobacter calcoaceticus (Gupta  et  al.  2004).  The  non-lipidic  n-alkanes  with  the  
chain lengths of C-12 to C-20 served as the best sole carbon substrate among various 
lipidic and non-lipidic substances, for the production of extracellular lipase by 
Pseudomonas sp. G6. Lipase production was enhanced to nearly 2.4-fold by using 
tributyrin at a concentration of 0.05% (v/v) in the culture medium (Kanwar et al. 
2002).  
 
Nitrogen  source  is  also  an  important  factor  for  the  expression  of  lipase  activity.  
Generally, organic nitrogen is preferred, for example, peptone and yeast extract were 
used efficiently by Pseudomonas spp. to produce lipase (Gupta et al. 2004). It was 
reported for Pseudomonas fluorescens strain 2D, amino acids such as arginine, 
threonine and lysine supported good lipase production, as did some inorganic nitrogen 
sources such as ammonium salts of mineral acids (Makhzoum et al. 1995). 
 
Inorganic ions also play an important role in lipase production by bacteria. Metal ions 
such as mercury, copper, zinc and manganese were very inhibitory for lipase 
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production by Pseudomonas fluorescens 2D. However, calcium had no effect on the 
growth and strongly stimulated (360%) lipase production (Makhzoum et al. 1995). 
Iron played a critical role on the lipase production by Pseudomonas sp. G6 (Kanwar 
et al. 2002). 
 
Physical parameters such as pH, temperature and agitation influence lipase production 
via modulating the growth of bacteria. Largely, bacteria prefer pH around 7 for best 
growth and lipase production. The incubation temperature is generally in the range 
20-45 °C. Lipases are produced throughout bacterial growth, with peak production 
obtained by the late log phase. The production period varies from a few hours to a few 
days (Gupta et al. 2004). Shake flasks are usually used for lipase production as it 
enhances the aeration rate. However, it was observed the best production of lipase by 
the psychrophile Acinetobacter O16 occurred in standing culture (Hasan et al. 2009). 
 
2.5.2 Purification of lipases 
 
Lipases purified to a certain degree are needed for industrial applications. Besides, 
purification  to  homogeneity  allows  the  determination  of  the  3-D  structure  and  the  
structure-function relationship of lipases. Various purification strategies have been 
developed, such as a combination of chromatographic steps, and more recently, the 
use of aqueous two-phase systems, reversed micellar systems and immunopurification 
techniques (Gupta et al. 2004; Saxena et al. 2003; Abdou 2003). 
 
Prepurification is usually conducted to facilitate the following purification steps. For 
extracellular lipases, prepurification involves the removal of cells from the culture 
broth by centrifugation or filtration and the concentration of cell-free culture broth by 
ultrafiltration or precipitation. Precipitation with ammonium sulfate is widely used as 
a crude separation step, followed by chromatographic separation (Saxena et al. 2003). 
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Sometimes a single chromatographic step is not sufficient to get the required level of 
purity, thus a combination of chromatographic steps are carried out. The methods 
commonly used are ion exchange chromatography, gel filtration, hydrophobic 
interaction chromatography (HIC) and adsorption chromatography. The choice of 
methods depends on lipase characteristics and the yield and purification factor 
required. The step sequence is determined considering sample volume, protein 
concentration, compatibility and costs (Gupta et al. 2004; Saxena et al. 2003; Pandey 
et al. 2005). 
  
As lipases have hydrophobic patches on their surfaces, a high level of purification can 
be achieved by HIC. The adsorption of lipases to HIC media is promoted by adding 
salting-out salts, such as ammonium sulfate and sodium sulfate, and elution is 
obtained by decreasing salt concentration in buffer. HIC has been used in the 
purification of lipases from various microorganisms. The purification procedure for 
lipase of Pseudomonas sp. strain ATCC 21808 included chromatography on 
Q-Sepharose (anion-exchange chromatography), Ca2+ precipitation of fatty acids, and 
Octyl-Sepharose chromatography (HIC) (Kordel et al. 1991). A novel lipase from 
Acinetobacter sp. ES-1 was purified by one-step Phenyl Sepharose CL-4B 
hydrophobic chromatography to a nearly homogeneous band in SDS-PAGE. The start 
buffer  used  was  40  mM  Tris–HCl  (pH  7.0),  while  the  elution  buffer  was  50%  (v/v)  
ethylene glycol dissolved in 40 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.0) (Lee et al. 2006).  
 
Besides  water-miscible  alcohols,  detergents  such  as  Triton  X-100  are  sometimes  
employed to promote the dissociation of bound proteins. In an attempt to purify 
extracellular lipase, LipA, of Acinetobacter sp.  RAG-1,  the  use  of  Butyl  Sepharose  
Fast Flow 4 hydrophobic matrix allowed more than 90% of the lipase to be bound. 
The lipase was eluted from the HIC matrix in two gradients: decreasing NaCl gradient 
(2 column volumes, 0.5-0 M), followed by increasing Triton X-100 gradient (10 
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column volumes, 0-1%). Lipase activity was only detected in fractions collected 
under conditions of increasing detergent concentration. Lipase began to elute from the 
column at 0.4% Triton X-100 followed by an activity peak at 0.7% detergent. 
Remaining LipA activity decreased rapidly at 1% detergent (Snellman et al. 2002). 
 
As hydrophobic matrixes are expensive, ion exchange chromatography plus gel 
filtration are sometimes used alternatively. Lipases from Serratia marcescens and 
Pseudomonas fluorescens MTCC 2421 were purified to homogeneity by ion exchange 
chromatography followed by gel filtration (Abdou 2003; Chakraborty & Paulraj 
2009). 
 
2.6 Characterization of lipases  
 
Conventional characterization of lipases includes determination of molecular weight 
(MW, or molecular mass), optimal pH and temperature and the range for stability, 
substrate specificity, activators and inhibitors. 
 
Molecular weight of lipases generally ranges between 22-69 kDa (Pandey et al. 2005). 
For example, several alkaline lipases from Pseudomonas spp.  are  with  a  MW in  the  
range of 29-33 kDa (Lin et al. 1996); the purified lipase of Serratia marcescens was 
estimated by SDS-PAGE with a MW of 52 kDa (Abdou 2003).  
 
Bacterial lipases generally have neutral or alkaline pH optima and possess stability 
over  a  wide  pH  range,  from  4  to  11.  Their  temperature  optima  are  generally  in  the  
range of 30-60 °C (Gupta et al. 2004). An extracellular lipase, LipA, of Acinetobacter 
sp. RAG-1 was found to be stable at pH 5.8-9.0, with optimal activity at 9.0. It 
remained active at temperatures up to 70 °C, with maximal activity observed at 55 °C. 
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(Snellman et al. 2002) An alkaline, thermophilic lipase of Pseudomonas fluorescens 
NS2W  isolated  from  soil  samples  had  an  optimal  activity  at  pH  9.0  and  was  stable  
over a pH range of 3-11 with more than 70% activity retention. The lipase had an 
optimal  activity  at  55  °C  and  retained  more  than  70%  of  its  activity  at  60  °C  for  at  
least 2 h (Kulkarni & Gadre 2002).  
 
Some bacterial lipases exhibit fatty acid specificity. The hydrolytic kinetic variables 
of lipase from Pseudomonas fluorescens MTCC 2421 were determined towards 
homogeneous  TAGs  of  different  fatty  acyl  residues.  The  Vmax of  the  lipase  towards  
triolein (C18:1) was the lowest (0.23 mM/mg/min) compared with Vmax values 
towards trilaurin (C12:0), tripalmitin (C16:0) and tristearin (C18:0) (0.32-0.51 
mM/mg/min), indicating the lipase exhibited hydrolytic resistance towards triolein 
(Chakraborty & Paulraj 2009). The lipase of Acinetobacter sp.  RAG-1  was  active  
against a wide range of fatty acid (C2 to C18) esters of p-nitrophenyl, but 
preferentially attacked C6 and C8 fatty acyl chains (Snellman et al. 2002). The lipase 
from Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes F-111 showed preference for C12 and C14 
acyl groups when tested with p-nitrophenyl esters (Lin et al. 1996). 
 
The effects of metal ions, detergents and other substances as activators or inhibitors 
vary with the organism. For example, calcium ions often stimulate lipase activity, 
however, some lipases from e.g. P. aeruginosa 10145 were inhibited by the presence 
of calcium ions (Gupta et al. 2004). The recombinant Pseudomonas lipase expressed 
in E. coli was strongly inhibited by Zn2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, and Hg2+ but was not affected by 
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, a serine protease inhibitor) and bis-nitrophenyl 
phosphate. The lipase was not activated by the addition of Ca2+ ions. Various 
water-miscible organic solvents, such as methanol and dimethyl sulfoxide, at 
concentrations of 0 to 30% (vol/vol) activated the enzyme (Choo et al. 1998). The 
purified Acinetobacter baumannii BD5 lipase expressed in E. coli was activated by 
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Ca2+, Mg2+, and Mn2+, whereas inhibited by Zn2+ and Cu2+. Additionally, 0.1% Tween 
20 increased the lipase activity by 33%, while SDS and Triton X-100 inhibited the 
lipase activity by 40% and 70%, respectively (Park et al. 2009). For lipase from 
psychrotrophic Acinetobacter sp. CR9, Cu2+, Mo2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, PMSF, dithiothreitol 
(DTT) and ?-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) were stimulative, whereas Ca2+ and 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) had inhibitory effect (Kasana et al. 2008). 
 
Lipases from Pseudomonas are among the best characterized bacterial lipases. The 
three-dimensional structures of lipases from P. aeruginosa, P glumae and P. cepaciu 
have been determined (Jaeger et al. 1999; Kojima et al. 2003), and the 
structure-function relationships have been discussed. Based on amino acid sequence 
homology, most of the Pseudomonas lipases are classified into subfamilies I.1 to I.3. 
The molecular mechanisms regulating lipase gene expression and secretion are well 
known for lipases from subfamilies I.1 and I.2; while for lipases from subfamily I.3, 
limited members have been studied (Kojima et al. 2003; Rashid et al. 2001).  
 
The lipase from P. aeruginosa (classified  into  subfamily  I.1)  represents  one  of  the  
best studied examples of lipase gene regulation. The following regulatory system has 
been  proposed  (Fig.  5).  The  global  regulator  GacA activates  the  transcription  of  the  
quorum sensing activator RhlR, which in turn activates transcription of the LipQ/R 
two-component regulatory system through binding to a putative lux-box. The sensor 
kinase LipQ may also be activated by environmental stimuli or by periplasmic signals 
including misfolded or non-secretable enzymes. The transcriptional activator LipR is 
required by promotor P1, which depends on the alternative sigma factor ?54. The 
physiological role of P2, the other promotor of the lipase operon lip/lif, still has to be 
determined. The lipase is encoded by the structural gene lip and the lipase-specific 
foldase by the gene lif (Rosenau & Jaeger 2000).  
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Fig. 5. Regulatory network controlling expression of Pseudomonas aeruginosa lipase 
(Rosenau & Jaeger 2000) 
 
The secretion of P. aeruginosa lipase proceeds via type II or general pathway (Fig. 6). 
The cytoplasmic prelipase contains a N-terminal signal sequence mediating secretion 
across the inner membrane via the Sec-machinery. In the periplasm, lipase interacts 
with specific intermolecular chaperone Lif and unspecific Dsb-proteins and folds into 
active and secretion-competent conformation. The active lipase is finally transported 
through the outer membrane via Xcp machinery (Jaeger et al. 1999). 
 
 
Fig. 6. Secretion pathway of Pseudomonas aeruginosa lipase 
(ss, signal sequence; im, inner membrane; p, periplasm; om, outer membrane.  
Jaeger et al. 1999) 
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3. Objective of this work 
 
Since milk fat is the targeted substrate and refrigerated raw milk is a natural habitat of 
lipase-producing bacteria, this study aimed to select from raw milk the bacteria 
producing lipases with desired hydrolyzing specificity, which could be used in the 
selective hydrolysis of milk fat to improve its nutritional property. The lipases of 
interest were those specific towards hypercholesterolemic medium and long-chain 
saturated FA residues in milk TAGs, while inactive towards the beneficial unsaturated 
FA residues. Besides, this study aimed to isolate the lipases of interest and partially 
characterize them. The screening of lipase-producing bacteria from raw milk for the 
partial depletion of hypercholesterolemic FA residues in milk TAGs has not been 
reported.  
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4. Materials and methods 
 
4.1 Materials 
 
4.1.1 Sources of isolates 
 
Ten raw milk samples designated as samples A-J were collected from fresh milk 
lorries and transferred to the laboratory in cool box. Upon their arrival, they were each 
analyzed on PCA agar. Among these ten samples, 6 were kept at 6 °C for 3 days and 
then  analyzed  on  MH  agar,  which  were  designated  as  sample  K-P.  Isolates  from  
samples A-P were considered as group 1. Thirty-seven isolates that were analyzed 
previously  and  considered  promising  were  chosen  to  be  tested  in  this  study  and  
referred to as group 2. 
 
4.1.2 Materials for isolates screening  
 
Two fluorogenic methods were employed to screen the isolates for their sensitivity, 
convenience and rapidness. The API fluorescence detector (Bio-Mérieux, France) was 
used as an UV source (around 300 nm). The base medium in this work consisted of 5 
g  Bacto  Peptone  and  2.5  g  yeast  extract  per  liter  of  deionized  water.  LB  media  
contained  10  g  Bacto  Peptone,  5  g  yeast  extract  and  5  g  NaCl  per  liter  of  deionized  
water (for plates, plus 15 g agar). PCA liquid media contained 5 g Bacto Peptone, 2.5 
g yeast extract and 1 g glucose per liter of deionized water. 
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4.1.2.1 Rhodamine B-substrate plates 
 
Rhodamine B (RhoB)-substrate plates were used for elementary screening. Substrates, 
i.e. olive oil, tributyrin (tri-C4:0), tricaprylin (tri-C8:0), tricaprin (tri-C10:0), trilaurin 
(tri-C12:0), trimyristin (tri-C14:0), tripalmitin (tri-C16:0), tristearin (tri-C18:0) and 
triolein (tri-C18:1), were added into their respective base medium, and emulsified 
with Labsonic U (Braun). Agar was then added and the media autoclaved. The dye 
Rhodamine B was solubilized in deionized water to get stock solution with a 
concentration of 1 mg/ml. The solution was sterile filtered and added to the warm 
media and mixed well before pouring into plates. The detailed compositions of each 
Rhodamine B-substrate media are given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Compositions of Rhodamine B-substrate media 
RhoB-substrate Media 
 
Base medium 
(ml) 
Substrate 
 
Agar 
(g) 
RhoB 
solution (ml) 
C4:0, C6:0, C8:0 and C18:1 200 2 ml 2.5 2 
C10:0 and C12:0 200 1 g 2.5 2 
C14:0, C16:0 and C18:0 
 
200 
 
1 g in total, 
0.25 g/50 ml 
2 
 
2 
 
olive oil 
 
200 (final 
volume) 
8 ml olive oil, 600 ?l 
Tween 80 (10%) 
2.5 
 
2 
 
 
 
4.1.2.2 MUF-substrates  
 
The MUF-substrates were stored at -20 °C before dissolved into respective solvents to 
obtain stock solution of a concentration of 25 mM. The suppliers and solvents of each 
substrate are listed in Table 2. MUF-C16:0 was not used because not solubilized well. 
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Table 2. Suppliers and solvents of MUF-substrates 
MUF-substrates Suppliers Solvents 
C4:0 and C18:1 Sigma 2-Methoxyethanol (Sigma) 
C6:0, C8:0 and C12:0 Research Organics, US 2-Methoxyethanol 
C10:0 
 
Toronto Research 
Chemicals, Canada 
Methanol 
 
 
Lipase from Mucor javanicus was purchased from Sigma and solubilized in 2 mM 
CaCl2 solution to get stock solution with a concentration of 5 mg/ml. The solution 
was diluted 10-fold with 2 mM CaCl2 solution to test the activity of MUF-substrates?
as Mucor lipase is active towards these substrates. The CaCl2 solution without Mucor 
lipase accounted for negative control. According to the activity of each substrate, a 
4-fold dilution with 0.05 M phosphate buffer was made to C4:0, C6:0, C8:0 and 
C18:1, while C10:0 and C12:0 were used without dilution. 
 
4.1.3 Materials for the preparation of crude lipases  
 
The localization of lipase of interest was studied between the supernatant and pellet 
fraction of liquid culture. The pellet obtained was resuspended in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer, pH 7 and sonicated with Labsonic U tip sonicator (B. Braun) for 20 sec. 
Lysozyme (10 mg/ml deionized water, Sigma) was tested for lysing cells. Besides, 
Triton X-100 (Sigma, 10% in deionized water for stock solution) and sodium cholate 
(Sigma, 8% in deionized water for stock solution) were used alone or in conjunction 
with sonication to release lipase from cell membranes (Kermasha et al. 2000, 
Bachkatova & Severina 1980). Sigma 2-15 centrifuge was used to obtain extracellular 
fractions (supernatants of liquid cultures), cell extracts and cell membranes 
(supernatants and pellets respectively of detergent treated cell suspensions). 
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The Eppendorf 5810R centrifuge was used for crude lipase preparation. The crude 
cell extract was concentrated by ultrafiltration, in which a centrifugal filter 
(Millipore-Amicon) with a molecular weight cut-off value of 10 kDa was employed. 
The retentate obtained was referred to as crude lipase.  
 
4.1.4 Materials for lipase characterization  
 
Bradford reagent from Sigma was used to determine the protein content in crude 
lipase preparation. Bovine serum albumin (Sigma, 2mg/ml) solution was used to 
prepare protein standards. Nitrophenyl esters with fatty acid residues of C4:0, C8:0, 
C10:0, C12:0, C14:0, C16:0 and C18:0 were purchased from Sigma, and dissolved 
respectively in isopropanol to get stock solutions of 50 mM. Novaspec II 
Spectrophotometer (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) was used to measure the protein 
content and lipase activity. 
 
In zymogram analysis, the system used was Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Cell (Biorad). The 
precast gel for native PAGE and Coomassie dye were purchased from Biorad. The 
loading buffer and running buffer were prepared according to Biorad’s guidelines. 
The Victoria blue for staining the lipase band was from Sigma and dissolved in 70% 
ethanol. 
 
Victoria blue-trilaurin overlay was prepared as follows. 0.5 g of trilaurin was added to 
20  ml  of  phosphate  buffer  (0.1  M,  pH 7);  the  mixture  was  maintained  at  50  °C and  
emulsified by sonication. 0.2 g of agarose was added into the emulsion along with 100 
?l dye solution (0.01%, w/v) and mixed well. The mixture was then poured into a 
plate and allowed to solidify. 
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4.1.5 Materials for lipase purification study 
 
Lipase purification was studied with hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) 
columns. The HiTrap HIC Selection Kit consisting of seven 1 ml columns of different 
matrixes was purchased from GE Healthcare. The study was performed with ÄKTA 
prime  chromatography  system  (Amersham  Pharmacia  Biotech)  or  a  syringe.  The  
buffers applied were degassed and filtrated through 0.45 ?m pore size membrane.  
 
4.2 Methods 
 
4.2.1 Screening methods on solid media 
 
4.2.1.1 Bacteria enumeration and screening with Rhodamine B-substrate agars 
 
Raw milk samples were first diluted to 10-1 and 10-2 with 0.85% sterile saline solution. 
Diluted and non-diluted samples (40 ?l per plate) were spread on PCA agar and 
incubated at 30 °C for 3 d. The total colony numbers were counted, and the bacterial 
concentrations in raw milk expressed as colony forming units (CFU/ml) were 
calculated. 
 
Sixty  single  colonies  from  each  sample  (A-J  on  PCA  agar  and  K-P  on  MH  agar),  
altogether 960 colonies, were randomly selected and transferred to another PCA agar 
and olive oil-Rhodamine B (OO-RhoB) agar plates by spot inoculation. The responses 
of isolates on OO-RhoB agar under UV were read after incubation and isolates with 
strong,  moderate  and  no  fluorescence  were  read  respectively  as  +,  ? and  -.  The  
negative ones were transferred further to C10:0- and C12:0-RhoB plates. The features 
of their colonies were read in terms of fluorescent signal and lysis (clearance of agar 
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around the colony). Several isolates from each sample, 157 isolates in total, were 
selected and tested with TAGs C4:0-, C8:0-, C14:0-, C16:0-, C18:0- and C18:1-RhoB 
agars. In the end, 39 isolates representing many hydrolysis profiles based on 
Rhodamine B-substrates system were purified and preserved. 
 
4.2.1.2 Screening of plate cultures with MUF-substrates 
 
The 39 isolates from group 1 and 37 isolates from group 2 were further screened with 
MUF-substrates. The screening was done with pure plate cultures. To test the 
influence of the culture age on the lipase production, each isolate was inoculated onto 
two LB agar plates by streaking and the two plates were incubated at 30 °C for 24 and 
48 h, or 48 and 72 h respectively, depending on the growth rate of a particular isolate. 
For each culture, several spots with similar colony density were selected and a droplet 
of  5  ?l  of  different  MUF-substrates  was  each  placed  onto  a  spot  (Diaz  et  al,  1999,  
modified). The solution of 0.05 M phosphate buffer without any substrates was used 
as a negative control. The plates were left without turning upside down and incubated 
at 37 °C for 2 h for the enzyme produced by the bacteria to react with the added 
substrates. After incubation, the plates were illuminated by UV (around 300 nm). If 
the isolate produced specific lipase or esterase that hydrolyzed the added MUF-fatty 
acid substrate, the corresponding spot gave fluorescence signals and the intensity of 
fluorescence reflected the lipase activity. By examining the response of all the 
substrate spots on one plate, the hydrolysis profile of this isolate was recorded. 
Isolates showing high activity towards MUF-C12:0, and lower activity towards 
MUF-C10:0 and especially -C18:1 were selected. 
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4.2.2 Preparation of crude lipases from liquid culture 
 
4.2.2.1 Localization of lipase activity in fractions of liquid culture  
 
For 13 selected isolates, the supernatant and pellet fractions of their liquid culture 
were tested with MUF-substrates to examine where the lipase of interest was located. 
The liquid culture was prepared in the following way. A loop of bacterial culture from 
agar was taken into 4.5 ml sterile saline solution and mixed with a vortex. A volume 
of 20 ?l of the bacterial suspension was inoculated into 20 ml of base medium and 
incubated without shaking for 48 h at room temperature. Shaking incubation and use 
of LB and PCA liquid media were also tested for some isolates, which showed no 
marked difference in fluorescence intensity from the chosen incubation condition. 
After incubation, the culture was centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 min at 8000 g. The 
supernatant was collected and the pellet was resuspended in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 
(pH 7); the resultant pellet suspension was sonicated for 20 sec to disrupt cells. The 
effects  of  sonication  for  20  and  40  sec  were  compared.  Since  there  was  no  marked  
difference, 20 sec of treatment was chosen in the test.  
 
The reaction between the supernatant or pellet fraction and MUF-substrates was 
conducted for some isolates under pH 7 and 8. The reaction was carried out in an 
Eppendorf tube, which was incubated in dark at 37 °C water bath for 2 h. The reaction 
mixture consisted of 12 ?l of 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7 or 8), 5 ?l of 25 mM 
MUF-substrate and 7 ?l supernatant or sonicated cell suspension. After incubation, 10 
?l of each reaction mixture was placed onto different spots on a piece of filter paper in 
a petri dish. The filter paper was allowed to dry in dark and then illuminated under 
UV (around 300 nm). By checking which spots gave fluorescent signal, the lipase 
activity from supernatant and pellet was obtained.  
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For some isolates, which showed no fluorescent signal in either supernatant or pellet 
fraction in the above described test, while showed promising results in the test of plate 
culture, alternative incubation conditions were tested, such as in LB and PCA liquid 
media, or at 30 °C. Lysozyme was also tried in this case where sonication seemed not 
to work. 
 
 4.2.2.2 Extraction of lipases of interest 
 
It was observed that the hydrolysis profile of supernatants was not in line with that of 
plate cultures, while the profile of pellet fractions more complied with the plate 
cultures, based on which the isolates were screened. Hence, the extraction of lipase 
from the pellet was studied for selected isolates, namely, I18, 7, 42, B32 and E6. The 
mechanical method, sonication of resuspended pellet for 20 sec, and/or chemical 
method with the detergent Triton X-100 at different concentrations were evaluated for 
their extraction efficiency. For some isolates, sodium cholate and lysozyme were also 
tested. The extraction method with few processes but high efficiency was desired.   
 
The pellet was first resuspended in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7. The suspension 
obtained was divided into two portions, one was for non-sonicated, the other was 
sonicated for 20 sec. Triton X-100 solution was then added into both portions, at 
concentrations  of  0.1  and  1%.  For  controls,  Triton  X-100  was  replaced  with  the  
phosphate buffer. The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 15 min, 
followed by 15 min in ice bath, with occasional mixing with a vortex. For some 
isolates, lysozyme solution was added to non-sonicated pellet suspension at 1.2 mg/ml 
(60 ?l of stock to 500 ?l suspension), sodium cholate was added at 0.8%. These two 
treatments  were  held  at  37  °C  for  30  min.  After  incubation,  the  mixture  from  each  
treatment was tested with MUF-substrates (C12:0 and C18:1). To check if the lipase 
had been extracted from cell membrane, the mixture was then centrifuged at 10000 g, 
4 °C for 10 min and the resultant supernatant and pellet resuspended in phosphate 
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buffer (0.1 M, pH 7) were tested with MUF-substrates respectively.  
 
4.2.2.3 Preparation of crude lipases 
 
The range of isolates for crude lipase preparation had been narrowed down to two 
isolates, i.e. I18 and 7, as the lipases produced by them were relatively easy to extract 
from the cell membranes. The crude cell extracts from them could be obtained by 
adding 0.1% Triton X-100 to non-sonicated pellet suspension, followed by 
centrifugation to collect the supernatant, so that the sonication process and higher 
concentration of detergent could be avoided.  
 
Since by checking the fluorescence intensity of sonicated pellet suspension of I18 
with MUF-substrates, there was no marked difference between the PCA liquid 
medium culture and base medium culture, the base medium was used to cultivate I18. 
Twenty microliters of inoculums, prepared as in 4.2.3, were added into 20 ml medium 
in each flask. After 48 h static cultivation at room temperature, the bacteria cells were 
harvested by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min, the pellet was resuspended in 0.1 
M phosphate buffer, pH 7, and 0.1% Triton X-100 as final concentration was added. 
The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 15 min, followed by 15 min in ice 
bath, with occasional mixing with a vortex. The mixture then underwent 
centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant, i.e. crude cell extract, was 
collected and concentrated. It was firstly sterile filtered with a syringe filter with 0.45 
?m pore size. The filtrate was loaded into an Amicon tube with molecular weight 
limit of 10 kDa and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min each time for 2 times. The 
resultant retentate in the tube was collected and further studied as crude lipase. The 
concentration factor was calculated as the ratio of the volume of culture to that of 
retentate. 
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4.2.3 Partial characterization of crude lipases 
 
4.2.3.1 Protein content assay of crude lipases 
 
Protein content of crude lipase was determined with Bradford reagent. Protein 
standards were prepared with bovine serum albumin solution diluted with deionized 
water to concentrations of 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 1.4 mg/ml. Blank consisted of no protein. 
The freshly prepared crude lipase of I18, which had a concentration factor of 
approximately 270, was diluted 10-fold with deionized water. In each tube, 3 ml of 
Bradford reagent and 0.1 ml of standard, blank or sample were added and mixed. The 
tubes were incubated at room temperature for 40 min. Then the absorbance of each 
solution at 595 nm was recorded and the protein content of samples was determined 
by comparison to the standard curve. 
 
4.2.3.2 Lipase activity assay with p-nitrophenyl laurate 
 
The activity of crude lipase was estimated spectrophotometrically using p-nitrophenyl 
laurate (pNP-C12:0) as substrate following an established procedure with 
modification (Chakraborty & Paulraj 2009). The reaction mixture consisted of 5 ?l of 
diluted retentate or non-diluted Mucor lipase stock solution (a control lipase), 100 ?l 
of 100 mM pNP-C12:0 stock solution and 500 ?l of 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7), 
deionized water was added to obtain a final volume of 1 ml. The blank consisted of 5 
?l of deionized water instead of enzyme. The reaction mixture was incubated at 37 °C 
water bath for 2 h. After incubation, the absorbance of reaction mixture was measured 
at 410 nm immediately. The extinction coefficient of p-nitrophenol used for the 
calculation was 17.454 ml·?mol-1·cm-1 (Snellman et al. 2002). One enzyme unit was 
defined as the amount of lipase that released 1 ?mol of p-nitrophenol from the 
substrate per minute. Lipase activity was calculated as follows. 
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Units/ml crude lipase= 
min) (120 ml) lipase, diluted of (volume (17.454)
factor)(dilution  ml) mixture,reaction  of (volume )absorbance(net 
 
 
Units/mg protein= 
lipase crude protein/ml mg
lipase crude Units/ml  
 
 
4.2.3.3 Thermostability 
 
Thermostability was studied because it is important that the lipase selected withstands 
the high temperature which inactivates many proteases. The thermostability of the 
retentate of isolate I18 was analyzed both qualitatively with MUF-C12:0 and 
quantitatively with pNP-C12:0. The retentate was heat treated at 50, 60, 70, 80 and 
90 °C for 10 min respectively. Both tests were conducted as the above described.  
 
4.2.3.4 Hydrolyzing specificity assay with p-nitrophenyl esters 
 
Since there was no p-nitrophenyl oleate (C18:1) commercially available, 
p-nitrophenyl esters with fatty acid residues of C4:0, C8:0, C10:0, C12:0, C14:0, 
C16:0 and C18:0 were used to test the hydrolyzing specificity of crude lipase of I18. 
As it was difficult to dissolve the substrates with long carbon chains in the solvent, the 
concentration for all substrates was decreased by half in the stock solution, hence in 
the reaction mixture, besides, the substrate stock solution was emulsified by 
sonication before use. Diluted retentate of I18 was incubated with different 
p-nitrophenyl ester under the same condition as in lipase activity assay and the 
absorbance of each reaction mixture was read. By comparing the absorbance that 
reflected the amount of p-nitrophenol released from substrates, the hydrolysis profile 
of the lipase towards substrates tested was determined.    
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4.2.3.5 Effect of Triton X-100 on lipase activity 
 
The effect of Triton X-100 on lipase activity was studied by adding it to reaction 
mixture to obtain concentrations of 0.2, 0.5 and 1%. The reaction mixture without 
Triton X-100 was used as control, which had the same composition as that for 
hydrolyzing specificity assay. The activity of lipase I18 towards pNP-C12:0 and 
p-nitrophenyl myristate (pNP-C14:0) was studied in the presence of varying Triton 
X-100 concentration. 
 
4.2.3.6 Zymogram analysis 
 
The retentate of isolate 7 and I18 and a 15 mg/ml Mucor lipase solution (a control 
lipase) were each diluted 4-fold with loading buffer and loaded in certain order on the 
gel. The native PAGE was performed according to Biorad’s guidelines. After the run, 
the gel was washed and cut into 3 pieces for different purpose: two pieces for staining 
with MUF-C12:0 and MUF-C18:1 respectively, one for analysis with Victoria 
blue-trilaurin (tri-C12:0) overlay. 
 
For staining with MUF-substrates, two pieces of filter paper were impregnated with 
MUF-C12:0 and MUF-C18:1 solution (approximately 1 mM, in 0.05 M phosphate 
buffer, pH 7), respectively. They were then each placed on top of a piece of gel in a 
petri dish, which was incubated in dark at 37 °C for 1 h. The protein band with lipase 
activity would give fluorescence under UV (around 300 nm). 
  
When analyzed with Victoria blue-trilaurin overlay, the gel was covered with the 
overlay  in  a  petri  dish  and  incubated  at  37  °C overnight  in  a  humid  box.  The  active  
lipase band would be detected by color change in the overlay.  
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Following zymogram analysis, a piece of gel for MUF-substrate staining was 
subsequently stained with Coomassie dye solution to examine all the protein bands 
present in gel.  
 
4.2.4 Preliminary study on lipase purification 
 
The purification of crude lipase of I18 was studied with 1 ml HIC columns (HiTrap 
HIC columns, GE Healthcare). Butyl Sepharose Fast Flow matrix was first tested for 
column matrix screening. The sample was prepared as follows, 50 ?l of the retentate 
were diluted 40-fold with start buffer to gain similar pH and ionic strength with the 
start buffer, then sample solution was filtered through 0.45 ?m pore size membrane. 
As recommended by column producer in instruction, the start buffer (buffer A) used 
was  50  mM  sodium  phosphate,  1  M  ammonium  sulphate,  pH  7;  the  elution  buffer  
(buffer  B)  was  50  mM sodium phosphate,  pH 7.  The  flow rate  was  set  at  1  ml/min.  
Linear salt gradients were achieved with ÄKTA prime chromatography system 
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). A linear gradient from 100% buffer B to 100% 
buffer A over 20 column volume (CV) was applied for column equilibration, after 
which sample was injected and the column was washed with 10 CV of 100% buffer A. 
For the elution, a gradient from 100% buffer A to 100% buffer B over 5 CV was 
applied, followed by 10 CV of 100% buffer B. The eluent was taken 2 ml per fraction. 
Since the recorder for the UV absorbance and conductivity of eluent was not working 
properly, the fractions were tested with MUF-substrates and Bradford reagent. 
Considering the lipase would be diluted in eluent, the reaction mixture for lipase 
activity test consisted of 5 ?l MUF-C12:0 and 19 ?l of fraction. 
 
Phenyl Sepharose Fast Flow matrix with higher hydrophobicity was also tested with a 
syringe.  After  sample  injection,  7  CV  start  buffer,  9  CV  elution  buffer  and  3  CV  
elution buffer supplemented with 0.1% Triton X-100 were applied sequentially. 
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Eluent was taken for start buffer washing, 3 ml/fraction for the first 6 CV elution and 
1 ml/fraction for the rest elution. Fractions were also tested with MUF-substrates and 
Bradford reagent. 
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5. Results 
 
5.1 Screening on solid media 
 
5.1.1 Bacterial enumeration and screening with RhoB-substrate agars 
 
The CFU values of 10 samples were calculated (Table 3). Sample E had a much 
higher microorganism number than other samples. According to the criteria of 
International Dairy Federation based on standard plate count (SPC) method, raw milk 
with less than 1×105 CFU/ml is regarded as acceptable. Hence, all samples were of 
acceptable microbiological quality, except sample E. 
 
Table 3. The CFU values of samples A-J 
Sample code CFU/ml Sample code CFU/ml 
A 73688 B 16938 
C 5500 D 43750 
E 293715 F 8250 
G 14250 H 4500 
I 3375 J 4750 
 
Sixty single colonies from each sample A-P were tested on RhoB-olive oil agar. The 
percentages of non-fluorescent colonies under UV from each sample are shown in 
Table  4.  It  can  be  seen  that  for  the  same raw milk  sample,  the  colonies  hydrolyzing  
olive oil were of higher percentage when kept at 6 ºC for 3 d. 
 
All the non-fluorescent isolates on RhoB-olive oil agar were studied on RhoB-C10:0 
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and -C12:0 agars, and fluorescence and lysis features were observed. The number of 
colonies with fluorescence, lysis and both fluorescence and lysis features are indicated 
in Table 5. As seen from this table, the isolates varied in hydrolyzing features towards 
the two substrates.  
 
Table 4. Percentage of non-fluorescent colonies on RhoB-olive oil agar plates 
Raw milk 
samples 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
analyzed 
on arrival 
A B C D E F G H I J 
48.3% 
(29/60) 
75% 
(45/60) 
55% 
(33/60) 
30% 
(18/60) 
56.7% 
(34/60) 
36.7% 
(22/60) 
43.3% 
(26/60) 
61.7% 
(37/60) 
58.3% 
(35/60) 
43.3% 
(26/60) 
kept at 6 
ºC for 3 d 
K L M N O P     
10% 
(6/60) 
3.3% 
(2/60) 
16.7% 
(10/60) 
5% 
(3/60) 
1.7% 
(1/60) 
16.7% 
(10/60) 
    
 
Table 5. Number of colonies with different features on RhoB-C10:0 and -C12:0 agar plates 
 C10:0 C12:0   C10:0 C12:0 
 F L F&L F L F&L   F L F&L F L F&L 
A 9/29 1/29 0/29 10/29 1/29 0/29 B 11/45 1/45 1/45 13/45 1/45 1/45 
C 19/33 5/33 4/33 17/33 3/33 2/33 D 3/18 9/18 0/18 14/18 0/18 0/18 
E 14/34 4/34 2/34 21/34 3/34 2/34 F 7/22 3/22 3/22 8/22 3/22 2/22 
G 7/26 3/26 3/26 8/26 1/26 1/26 H 11/37 2/37 2/37 10/37 0/37 0/37 
I 11/35 3/35 3/35 19/35 2/35 2/35 J 9/26 2/26 2/26 16/26 2/26 2/26 
K 6/6 0/6 0/6 6/6 1/6 1/6 L 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 
M 2/10 0/10 0/10 2/10 1/10 1/10 N 3/3 0/3 0/3 3/3 0/3 0/3 
O 1/1 0/1 0/1 1/1 0/1 0/1 P 9/10 0/10 0/10 7/10 1/10 1/10 
(The colonies were non-fluorescent on RhoB-olive oil agar plates. 
F, fluorescence; L, lysis; F&L, both fluorescence and lysis) 
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Isolates selected from each sample were further tested with RhoB-C4:0, -C8:0, -C14:0, 
-C16:0, -C18:0 and -C18:1 agars. The detailed hydrolysis profiles of these isolates 
towards  all  the  substrates  based  on  Rhodamine  B-substrate  system  are  shown  as  
Appendix 1. These isolates were very diverse in their lipolytic activities. From them, 
39 isolates of interest or representing different hydrolysis profiles were purified.  
 
5.1.2 Screening of plate cultures with MUF-substrates 
 
The 39 isolates from group 1 and 37 isolates from group 2 were tested with 
MUF-substrates on LB plates by streaking. Their hydrolysis profiles based on this 
method are shown in Appendix 2 and 3. All the isolates tested showed activity 
towards MUF-C4:0, but as for other substrates, the hydrolyzing specificity varied 
from one isolate to another. In general, this method showed good repetitivity, except 
in rare cases, the repetitions gave contradictory results, which may be caused by the 
variable substrate activities between tests, and by variable colony densities at the 
spots where substrates were added. The variation of lipase activities caused by 
different incubation times were observed for instance from the response of isolates 
C36, P6, I38, F60 and G35 to C8:0 substrate, in all cases, the positive response 
(fluorescence giving) from 24 h culture turned to negative if incubated for additional 
24 h. This indicates that the lipase activity towards a specific substrate is a function of 
the culture age.  
 
Thirteen isolates presenting repetitively high activity towards MUF-C12:0, at the 
same time lower activity towards MUF-C10:0 and especially towards MUF-C18:1, 
were selected based on the results of plate culture test.  
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5.2 Preparation of crude lipases from liquid culture 
 
5.2.1 Lipase activity localization in fractions of liquid culture 
 
The 13 isolates underwent another round of screening with respect to lipase activity in 
fractions of liquid culture. The activity of fractions was analyzed under pH 7 and 8 
respectively for some isolates. The two sets of results obtained were almost the same 
(Fig.  7),  and  pH  7  was  chosen  as  the  pH  value  for  reaction  mixture.  The  results  of  
lipase activity localization are listed in Appendix 4. It turned out that for all isolates 
that showed lipase activity here, the activity profile of interest was found in the cell 
lysate, rather than in the supernatant, under the cultivation conditions employed. 
However, there were two cases, i.e. isolates E3 and I14, whose supernatants or cell 
lysates gave no fluorescence signal to MUF-C12:0 under any condition tested, while 
when cultivated on plate, they both induced fluorescence. Based on the results, the 
extraction of lipase of interest was required and it proceeded with 5 isolates.   
 
        
A                             B  
Fig. 7. Lipase activity towards MUF-substrates under pH 7 and 8 observed under UV (?300 nm)  
(A, cell lysate of I18; B, Mucor lipase, control) 
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5.2.2 Lipase extraction 
 
The results of different extraction protocols are compared in Appendix 5. It is desired 
that after incubation, the majority of lipase activity would be located in the 
supernatant of the mixture, which indicates that the extraction managed to liberate 
lipase from cell membrane. From the treatments where no detergent was added, it was 
observed that the lipases produced by isolates I18, 7, B32 and E6 were mainly 
associated with the cell membrane fraction, indicating they were cell-bound; the 
lipases of isolates 7, B32 and E6 were strongly bound to cell membrane, as their 
activity were only associated with pellet. 
     
As can be seen, Triton X-100 or in the situation of E6 sodium cholate enhanced the 
extraction, as the lipase activity in supernatant increased when treated with detergent 
compared with the control. Lysozyme used alone did not help in extracting lipase. For 
isolate I18, Triton X-100 was needed as the majority of lipase activity switched from 
pellet, in the case of control, to supernatant. And there was little difference between 
the two Triton X-100 concentrations, 1% and 0.1%. Sonication was not necessary for 
I18, because non-sonicated portion gave similar activity as the corresponding 
sonicated portion. Therefore, non-sonicated pellet suspension treated with 0.1% 
Triton X-100 was chosen as the extraction protocol for I18, since less detergent and 
fewer processes was preferred. Isolate 7 was in a similar situation as I18. However, 
for isolate 42, sonication could not be skipped; for B32, sonicated pellet suspension 
with 1% Triton X-100 worked best; and for E6, lipase activity disappeared in the 
presence of Triton X-100. Since isolates I18 and 7 were suitable for easy extraction, 
they were chosen for crude lipase preparation. 
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5.2.3 Preparation of crude lipases 
 
The lipases of isolate I18 and 7 were produced and concentrated respectively. The 
high concentration factor was achieved by increasing the culture volume and 
suspending all the pellet in minimum amount of phosphate buffer, followed by 
ultrafiltration. The concentration factor, the ratio of culture volume to the volume of 
ultrafiltration retentate, reached up to approximately 270 (80 ml/300 ?l).  
 
5.3 Partial characterization of crude lipases 
 
5.3.1 Protein content of crude lipase 
 
The crude lipase of I18 with a concentration factor of approximately 270 was diluted 
and measured for protein content. Within the range of 0.25 to 1.4 mg/ml, a linear 
relationship existed between the protein content (C) and the absorbance (A). The 
regression equation was A= 0.2102*C-0.1165, R2=0.9795. According to this, the 
protein content of non-diluted retentate was calculated as 18.04 mg/ml, coefficient of 
variation (CV) =16.61% (n=3). 
 
5.3.2 Enzyme activity of crude lipase 
 
It was found that the retentate of isolate 7 lost lipase activity overnight in fridge 
(8 °C), and its activity was not measured quantitatively.  
 
The lipase activity of diluted retentate of I18 towards pNP-C12:0 was measured. The 
protein content of retentate I18 used was estimated by the concentration factor. The 
lipase activity of retentate I18 and Mucor lipase solution (a control lipase, 
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commercially purified) was expressed as units/mg protein. The activity of lipase I18 
was 0.05 units/mg protein (CV=45.79%, n=3), while that of Mucor lipase was 0.04 
units/mg protein (CV=44.60%, n=3).  
 
5.3.3 Thermostability of crude lipase 
 
The activity of heat-treated diluted retentate of I18 towards MUF-C12:0 indicated that 
the lipase started to lose activity after heated at 90 °C. The fluorescence intensity of 
samples heated at 50, 60, 70 and 80 °C remained almost the same as non-heated 
sample, while there was a noticeable decrease in intensity with sample heated at 90 °C. 
This result complies with the absorbance readings of each sample tested with 
pNP-C12 (Fig.  8).  The  activity  remained  above  78% of  the  non-heated  sample  after  
heated for 10 min at 50 to 80 °C respectively, while the activity from sample treated 
at 90 °C accounted for only 62%. 
 
Fig. 8. Remaining activity of heat treated (10 min) lipase I18 towards pNP-C12:0 
(The activity of non-heated sample was taken as 100%) 
 
5.3.4 Hydrolyzing specificity of crude lipase 
 
A series of p-nitrophenyl esters were used to study the hydrolyzing specificity of 
lipase  I18.  The  activity  towards  substrates  with  different  fatty  acid  residues  was  
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compared based on the production of p-nitrophenol in reaction mixtures, indicated by 
the absorbance at 410 nm. As shown in Fig. 9, lipase I18 showed similar activity 
towards p-nitrophenyl derivatives with medium chain fatty acids (C8:0, C10:0 and 
C12:0), with the highest activity towards pNP-C10; its activity decreased with the 
increase of chain length and no activity was detected towards pNP-C18:0. The 
activity towards pNP-C4:0 was not showed in Figure 9, because the absorbance of the 
blank solution was so high that the reading for reaction mixture was zero, which was 
also observed with Mucor lipase (a control lipase). Lipase I18 showed very distinct 
hydrolyzing specificity from Mucor lipase, which showed apparently low activity 
towards pNP-C14:0, and similarly high activity towards other medium and long chain 
fatty acyl residues.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Hydrolyzing specificity of crude lipase of I18 
(the error bar indicates ±?; for C12:0 and C14:0, n=3; for others, n=2, the mean 
absorbance value of reaction mixture of pNP-C10:0 was taken as 100%) 
 
5.3.5 Effect of Triton X-100 on lipase activity 
 
The effect of Triton X-100 on the activity of lipase I18 was tested with pNP-C12:0 
and pNP-C14:0. It was observed that the lipase activity for both substrates decreased 
with the increase of Triton X-100 concentration (Fig. 10). Therefore, Triton X-100 
was regarded as an inhibitor of lipase I18. The inhibitory effect of Triton X-100 was 
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also noticed for the control lipase, Mucor lipase, which retained only 19% of its 
activity towards pNP-C12:0 in the presence of 0.2% Triton X-100, indicating that 
Mucor lipase was more sensitive to this detergent than lipase I18. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Activity of lipase I18 towards pNP-C12:0 and -C14:0 in the presence of Triton X-100 
(the error bar indicates ±?; for 0%, n=3; for others, n=2; the mean absorbance value of 
sample without Triton X-100 was taken as 100% ) 
 
5.3.6 Zymogram analysis 
 
The bands giving fluorescence signal were visible after 1 h incubation on the gel 
stained with MUF-C12:0. There was one visualized band in each lane for I18 and 7 
(Fig.  11,  A),  but  no  band  in  the  lane  of  Mucor lipase. On the gel stained with 
MUF-C18:1, there was no fluorescence detected. When analyzed with Victoria 
blue-trilaurin (tri-C12:0) overlay, the location of lipase on the gel was detected by the 
presence of discolored zone in the overlay (Fig. 11, B). Again, the Mucor lipase was 
not detected. The position of lipase bands detected by the overlay was consistent with 
that detected by MUF-C12:0. When stained with Coomassie dye, a series of bands 
were detected in the lanes for I18 and 7, and a single band was detected in Mucor 
lane. 
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                 A                                 B  
Fig. 11. Photos of zymogram analysis of lipase I18 and 7 
(A, staining with MUF-C12:0; B, with Victoria blue-trilaurin overlay) 
 
5.4 Preliminary results of lipase purification study 
 
All fractions of eluent collected with Butyl Sepharose Fast Flow column matrix were 
negative in lipase activity test with MUF-C12:0. Besides, protein content assay with 
Bradford  reagent  showed  almost  no  absorbance  for  all  fractions.  Similarly,  when  
testing with Phenyl Sepharose Fast Flow matrix, the fractions collected showed no 
lipase activity towards MUF-C12:0 and negligible absorbance in protein content assay. 
One fraction with slightly higher absorbance was ultrafiltrated and the resultant 
retentate was tested with MUF-C12:0, however, no activity was detected.  
 
7 
I18 I18 
7 
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6. Discussion 
 
6.1 Screening methods on solid media 
 
Olive oil contains high percentage of beneficial unsaturated FA residues and was used 
as  the  substrate  at  the  first  stage  to  select  isolates  inactive  to  it.  Raw  milk  samples  
were analyzed on RhoB-olive oil agar plates on their arrival and after 3 d storage at 6 
ºC,  respectively.  It  was  found that  raw milk  kept  at  6  ºC for  3  d  had  a  much higher  
percentage of colonies with hydrolytic activity, which could be explained by 
predominant growth of psychrotrophs during the cold storage. On RhoB-tributyrin 
(tri-C4:0), -tricaprylin (tri-C8:0), -tricaprin (tri-C10:0) and -trilaurin (tri-C12:0) agars, 
lysis was also observed for some isolates, often accompanied by fluorescence. Lysis 
could also be regarded as a sign of lipolytic activity, as those isolates with no 
fluorescence but only lysis feature were also active in tests with MUF-substrates. 
 
The test of plate culture with MUF-substrates showed generally good repetitivity, 
however, there were some cases not repetitive, which may be attributed to the 
variation of substrate activity between testing and the difference in colony density at 
the substrate spots. To avoid them, substrate solutions should be prepared from stock 
solution immediately before use, and colony density on the substrate spots should be 
more uniform. 
 
The profiles obtained by the two methods corresponded to some extent. It is difficult 
to say which method is more reliable. RhoB-substrate system is suitable for large 
scale screening, however, the orange fluorescent halo is not very distinguishable from 
the pink background of RhoB-agars, which may cause false positive results. Many 
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moderate cases in this method read negative with MUF-substrates. On the other hand, 
MUF-substrate system is useful in that the signals are distinguishable and the assay is 
easy to carry out, however, the MUF-substrates more resemble monoglycerides. As 
isolate  screening  was  mainly  based  on  MUF-substrate  system,  the  FA  hydrolysis  
profile of selected lipases should be verified using milk fat TAGs. 
 
In both systems, problems existed in the solubilization of substrates with long chain 
saturated FA residues, which prohibited the use of MUF-palmitate (C16:0). In order 
to improve the substrate homogeneity, emulsifiers such as gum Arabic can be 
incorporated (Hasan et al. 2009). 
 
6.2 Crude lipases preparation from liquid culture  
 
For most isolates selected, the desired hydrolysis profile observed with plate culture 
was found in the pellet fraction of liquid culture, indicating the lipases of interest were 
located in cells at the time point of growth phase of liquid culture. However, bacterial 
lipases have mostly proven to be extracellular (Gupta et al. 2004; Hasan et al. 2009). 
It is thus suggested that in this study, the lipases could potentially be secreted, but 
under the cultivation condition employed where no inducer was added, the lipase 
secretion was negatively affected; or a small amount of lipases of interest had been 
excreted, but they became inactivated by the time of testing.  
 
It has been reported that the expression, secretion and stability of extracellular lipase 
can be regulated by additives (Gupta et al. 2004; Kanwar et al. 2002). The 
extracellular lipase (LipA) produced by Acinetobacter calcoaceticus BD413 was 
required for growth of the organism with triolein as the sole carbon source, however, 
the expression of the lipase was strongly repressed by long-chain FAs. The production 
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of LipA was a result of physiological competition between expression and repression 
of lipA in the triolein medium (Kok et al. 1996). When the Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus strain  was  grown  in  base  medium  supplemented  with  Tween  80  as  
carbon source, the lipase secretion was enhanced by gum arabic, glass beads, and 
Triton X-100 by 30-50%. It was confirmed that the higher lipase yields obtained with 
these additives was not due to increased lipase transcription, but to the enhanced 
secretion (Martinez & Nudel 2002). For Acinetobacter sp. RAG-1 in base medium 
amended with hexadecane, the relatively high level of extracellular lipase produced in 
the  early  stationary  phase  was  due  to  enhanced  stability  of  the  lipase  under  this  
condition,  however,  when  the  strain  was  grown  in  base  medium  supplemented  with  
various TAGs as sole carbon sources, a significant and rapid reduction in lipase 
activity occurred as exponential growth ceased. The loss in activity was suggested due 
to proteolytic degradation. It was also noted that the extracellular lipase production of 
the strain in base medium amended with hexadecane was growth phase dependent 
(Snellman et al. 2002). 
  
There  were  two  isolates,  E3  and  I14,  whose  activity  was  not  detected  in  either  
supernatant  or  cell  lysate  under  any  condition  used,  such  as  grown  in  LB  and  PCA  
liquid media instead of the base medium, and lysed by lysozyme rather than 
sonication. However, when grown on LB solid medium, they both showed activity 
towards MUF-substrates. This is probably due to the different lipase production status 
of bacteria under two growth conditions or to lipase degradation. 
 
For future work, the most promising bacterial isolate can be identified and its 
fermentation condition for lipase production can be optimized, including medium 
composition,  use  of  carbon  source  or  other  additive  as  well  as  temperature,  pH,  
agitation and time to harvest. 
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The detergent Triton X-100 was effective in extracting the cell-bound lipases of most 
isolates selected in this study. This agrees with previous reports on Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus BD413 and Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes F-111, for which the 
addition of Triton X-100 greatly stimulated the production of extracellular lipases 
(Martinez & Nudel 2002; Lin 1996). However, it was also observed that for one 
isolate, E6, Triton X-100 inactivated the lipase rapidly. This corresponds with the 
report on esterase extraction from Pseudomonas fragi CRDA 037, in which the 
detergent had a real effect on the solubilization of membrane proteins, but esterase 
activity was undetected, presumably due to the irreversible denaturation of the 
enzyme by Triton X-100 (Kermasha et al. 2000). For the isolate E6, another detergent 
sodium cholate showed ability to extract the lipase. It was also reported that sodium 
cholate at a concentration of 0.8% extracted effectively the endolipase from Serratia 
marcescens 345 (Bachkatova & Severina 1980). 
 
6.3 Partial characterization of crude lipases 
 
The lipase produced by isolate 7 lost activity overnight in fridge (8 °C). There have 
been reports on rapid activity loss of bacterial lipases, such as those produced by 
Acinetobacter sp. RAG-1, Acinetobacter calcoaceticus BD413 and Pseudomonas 
pseudoalcaligenes F-111 (Snellman et al. 2002; Martinez & Nudel 2002; Lin 1996). 
Enzyme stabilizers have been studied, for the lipase of Acinetobacter calcoaceticus 
BD413, polysaccharides ?-cyclodextrin and gum arabic, and saccharose to a lesser 
extent, were effective in maintaining lipase activity in cell-free supernatants (Martinez 
& Nudel 2002). For lipases of Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes F-111 and 
Acinetobacter sp. RAG-1, calcium ion added to lipase preparations enhanced the 
lipase stability. The lipase inactivation was attributed to diffusion of Ca2+ from its 
binding site (Snellman et al. 2002). Another study with lipase from Pseudomonas sp. 
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MIS38  showed  that  the  C-terminal  domain  of  the  lipase  unfolded  in  the  absence  of  
Ca2+, while the folding of this domain might be required to keep the N-terminal 
catalytic domain functional (Amada et al. 2001). 
 
The activity of crude lipase from isolate I18 was measured with pNP-C12:0. Both 
expressed as units/mg protein, the mean value of lipase I18 was slightly higher than 
that of Mucor lipase, but this does not necessarily mean that the crude lipase I18 was 
higher in activity than the purified Mucor lipase, considering the activity loss of 
Mucor lipase during storage. Besides, there was a possibility that the lipase 
concentration in sample and control was beyond the linear range of the measuring 
method. The standard deviation of replicates was also high, which may arise from e.g. 
variable reaction time. To compare the lipase activity, the measuring method should 
be optimized and validated with respect to e.g. linearity and repeatability.  
 
The activity of lipase I18 is lower than those reported using pNP-palmitate (C16:0) as 
substrate, e.g. the lipase activity in concentrated supernatant of Acinetobacter sp. 
RAG-1 culture was 38.5 units/mg protein; that in supernatant of Pseudomonas 
fluorescens MTCC 2421 culture was 2.3 units/mg protein (Snellman et al. 2002, 
Chakraborty & Paulraj 2009). This may be due to the fact that the crude lipase of I18 
contained high percentage of other membrane proteins, the fermentation and reaction 
conditions were not optimized, besides, the reaction time was too long that it was not 
the initial rate that measured. The homogeneity of substrates should also be improved 
when determining the activity of lipase I18 towards p-nitrophenyl esters with long 
carbon chains. 
 
The lipase I18 showed good thermostability, which could allow the thermal 
inactivation of proteases and meanwhile maintain lipase activity. The lipase from 
psychrotrophic Serratia marcescens isolated from raw milk showed weaker 
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thermostability, which retained about 15% of its original activity after heated at 80 °C 
for 5 min and was completely inactivated at 90 °C (Abdou 2003).   
 
Lipase I18 showed highest activity towards pNP-C10:0 and -C12:0; its activity 
decreased with the increase of chain length and it was inactive towards C18:0. This 
differs from the specificity of lipases from Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes F-111, P. 
fluorescens AK102 and Acinetobacter sp. RAG-1 (Snellman et al. 2002; Lin 1996). 
For the P. pseudoalcaligenes F-111 lipase, pNP-C12:0 and -C14:0 were clearly 
favored, while much lower activity was observed with pNP-C10:0 (Lin 1996). The 
Acinetobacter sp. RAG-1 lipase had a clear preference towards pNP-C6:0 and -C8:0 
(Snellman et al. 2002). However, those reports using p-nitrophenyl esters for 
specificity study did not examine the lipase activity towards esters with unsaturated 
fatty acyl residues, as they are not commercially available. The specificity of lipase 
from Pseudomonas fluorescens MTCC 2421 was studied with homogeneous TAGs of 
different fatty acyl residues. The triolein (tri-C18:1) was found to be hydrolyzed more 
slowly than trilaurin (tri-C12:0), tripalmitin (tri-C16:0) and tristearin (tri-C18:0), 
indicating the potential of the lipase in enriching oleic acid (Chakraborty & Paulraj 
2009). In a study for the lipolytic specificity of an esterase, its activity towards 
MUF-derivative substrates were measured with a spectrofluorometer (Prim et al. 
2000). In this way, the FA specificity towards both saturated and unsaturated fatty 
acyl residues could be studied simultaneously.  
 
Judged by the net absorbance, lipase I18 was inactive towards pNP-C4:0, which was 
contradictory with the result got with MUF-C4:0. This was also observed with Mucor 
enzyme, which was positive towards MUF-C4:0 but showed no absorbance when 
tested with pNP-C4:0. It could be explained by the high level of substrate spontaneous 
degradation in blank solutions, thus gave a false negative result, and it could be 
avoided by using fresh substrate and shortening the reaction time. 
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Although data on the activity of lipase I18 towards other fatty acyl residues was 
lacking, the lipase was assumed presenting desired FA selectivity regarding to the 
modification of milk fat, as it was inactive towards oleic acid (C18:1) residue, 
whereas active towards hypercholesterolemic lauric (C12:0), myristic (C14:0) and 
palmitic acid (C16:0) residues. The lipase showed no activity towards stearic acid 
(C18:0) residue in specificity test (Fig. 9), which could be advantageous because there 
has been evidence that stearic acid is effective in lowering plasma cholesterol level 
when it replaces palmitic acid in human diet (Balcao & Malcata 1998a). The FA 
selectivity should be verified with real milk fat, and the changes induced in sensory 
and physical properties of milk fat should be valued. 
 
Although Triton X-100 was effective in extracting the cell-bound lipases, it acted as 
an inhibitor for the crude lipase of I18. Its inhibitory effect was also observed for 
Mucor lipase in this study. This effect has been reported for the refolded lipase from 
Acinetobacter baumannii BD5, the activity of which decreased by 70% on exposure 
to 0.1% Triton X-100 (Park et al. 2009). As the detergent was added during lipase 
preparation, it would be concentrated in crude lipase and influence the lipase activity, 
thus  its  removal  would  be  required.  Triton  X-100 has  been  removed from the  lipase  
preparation by incubating samples at 4 °C with polymeric absorbent Amberlite 
XAD-2 (Snellman et al. 2002). 
 
In zymogram analysis, the single band for each of lipase I18 and 7 was detected with 
both MUF-C12:0 and Victoria blue-trilaurin overlay. However, Mucor enzyme was 
not detected in either way, which may be explained by that the activity of Mucor 
lipase was too low to be detected. In this study, discolored zones in Victoria blue 
overlay were detected, while in other reports, it were the blue zones that demonstrated 
the lipase activity (Yadav et al. 1998; Snellman et al. 2002). The difference in color 
changement may be due to different pH values of the overlay: in reports the pHs were 
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8.5 and 8, whereas in this study, pH was 7. 
 
To further characterize the lipases selected in this study, the following tests can be 
conducted: the effects of stabilizers, activators and inhibitors, activity analysis under 
optimized reaction condition, the effects of pH and temperature on lipase activity, the 
molecular mass of lipases and enzyme kinetic parameters. 
 
6.4 Preliminary study on lipase purification 
 
Both Phenyl Sepharose and Butyl Sepharose matrixes have been used in the 
purification of bacterial lipases by HIC (Lee et al. 2006, Snellman et al. 2002). They 
both exhibited strong binding ability to lipases, and required sufficient buffer additive 
(ethylene glycol and Triton X-100, respectively) for the lipase elution. Based on these 
reports, it is assumed that the absence of lipase in all fractions collected with the two 
matrixes could be due to the fact that the elution failed to dissociate lipase from the 
matrix. Hence, it is suggested to repeat the experiment with higher volumes of elution 
buffer supplemented with e.g. Triton X-100.   
 
As there was Triton X-100 remaining in the crude lipase, it was also possible that the 
lipase had not been bound to matrixes, due to the formation of micelle by Triton 
X-100. Hence, Triton X-100 could be removed from crude lipase before loading onto 
columns. 
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7. Conclusion 
 
A number of 960 isolates were randomly selected from raw milk samples directly 
collected  from  fresh  milk  lorries  and  samples  stored  at  6  ºC  for  3  d.  These  isolates  
were  firstly  tested  on  RhoB-olive  oil  agar  and  157  non-fluorescent  isolates  were  
selected and then tested with RhoB-homogeneous TAGs with different chain lengths. 
These isolates were very diverse in their lipolytic activities. From them, 39 isolates of 
interest or representing different hydrolysis profiles were selected for further work. 
Besides, 37 isolates analyzed previously and considered promising were also 
included.   
 
These 76 isolates were subsequently tested with MUF-substrates on agar plates. 
Thirteen isolates with desired fatty acid hydrolysis profile were selected and 
cultivated in base liquid medium. It was found that except for two isolates that 
showed no activity in either cell fraction or supernatant, the lipase activity of interest 
for selected isolates was localized to cell fraction, rather than supernatant. The 
following lipase extraction proceeded with five isolates, which were subject to 
sonication and/or treatments with detergents. The results indicated that lipases from 
these isolates were mostly cell-bound under the cultivation condition employed. The 
scope of isolates was narrowed down to isolate I18 and 7, as they could be effectively 
extracted simply by adding 0.1% Triton X-100 to cell suspension. The crude lipase 
was prepared by ultrafiltering the cell extract. 
 
The crude lipase from isolate 7 preserved in fridge (8 °C) lost its activity rapidly, 
hence the lipase characterization was mainly conducted with lipase I18. The activity 
of crude lipase I18 towards pNP-C12:0 was determined to be 0.05 units/mg protein. It 
displayed high thermostability, remaining 78% and 62% of initial activity after heated 
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for 10 min at 80 °C and 90 °C, respectively. The lipase showed highest activity 
towards pNP-C10:0 and -C12:0; its activity decreased with the increase of chain 
length and no activity was detected towards pNP-C18:0. The fatty acid hydrolysis 
specificity of lipase I18 (inactive towards oleic acid residue, whereas active towards 
hypercholesterolemic lauric, myristic and palmitic acid residues) could be utilized in 
the modification of milk fat for improved nutritional property. The activity of lipase 
I18 decreased with the increase of Triton X-100 concentration. Lipase activity of 
crude lipase preparations from isolate I18 and 7 was demonstrated as single band in 
native PAGE gel by zymogram analysis using MUF-C12 and Victoria blue-trilaurin 
overlay, respectively. 
 
The purification of crude lipase of I18 by hydrophobic interaction chromatography 
was studied with Phenyl Sepharose and Butyl Sepharose column matrixes. However, 
under the condition tested, no lipase activity was detected in fractions collected with 
both matrixes. 
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10. Appendices 
 
Appendix 1. Hydrolysis profiles of selected isolates towards RhoB-substrates  
 
 C4:0 C8:0 C10:0 C12:0 C14:0 C16:0 C18:0 C18:1 
A2 ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? 
A12 + ? + + - ? - - 
A33 ?, L ? -, L -, L ? ? ? + 
A35 - ? ? - - ? - - 
A37 + + ? - + ? ? ? 
A4 - ? + - - ? ? - 
A20 - ? - + - ? - - 
A21 ? ? ? - ? ? ? - 
B27 - - ? + ? ? - - 
B32 ?, L + + + + + ? ? 
B35 + ? - - - ? - - 
B37 +, L ? ? + ? ? ? ? 
B52 +, L ? ? ? ? + ? + 
B53 pyo, L pyo+spot - pyo?, L ? pyo? ? + 
B59 + ? ? ? ? + ? + 
C1 ? - ? ? - ? ? - 
C8 ? + + + ? + + + 
C11 ? ? ? ? ? ? - ? 
C14 ? - - - - ? - ? 
C15 +, L ? + ? + + ? ? 
C18 ? - + - - ? - ? 
C20 ? ? - - - + ? ? 
C22 ? ? ? - ? + ? ? 
C23 ? + ? + + + + + 
C26 - ? + - - ? ? - 
C36 pyo, L pyo, L ?, L ?, L ? pyo pyo + 
C40 - ? ? ? ? - ? - 
C43 +, L + ?, L + + + + ? 
C48 + + + + ? + ? ? 
C52 ? + - - ? + + - 
C53 ?, L ?, L -, L - ? ? ? ?spot 
C54 ? ? - ? ? ? ? ? 
C56 ?, L ?, L +, L - ? ? - + 
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C57 ? + - + ? + + ? 
C60 +, L +, L ?, L -, L + pyo pyo? pyo 
D37 +. L + - ? + + + + 
D38 ?, L ?, L -, L ? ? + + + 
D41 +, L ?, L -, L ? ? + + + 
D42 +, L ?, L - ? ? + + + 
D46 +, L ?, L -, L ? ? + + + 
D47 +, L ?, L -, L ? ? + + + 
D50 ?, L ? - - ? ? ? + 
D60 ?, L ?, L -, L - ? + + ? 
E3 ?, L ? ? -, L ? + + ? 
E6 ?, L ? ? + ? + + ? 
E7 ? ? - + ? + ? ? 
E9 ? ? ? - ? + ? ? 
E17 + ? + + + + + + 
E23 +, L ? + + ? + + ? 
E25 ?, L ? -, L ?, L ? pyo ? pyo? 
E27 +, L ? - - ? ? + ? 
E32 ?, L ? - - ? + + ? 
E34 NG ? NG ? ? ? ? ? 
E37 ?, L + -, L -, L ? - - +spot 
E39 pyo, L pyo ?, L + pyo? ? ? pyo 
E40 ?, L - - ? - ? ? ? 
E41 +, L ? + + - + + + 
E42 ? ? - ? - ? ? + 
E44 ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? 
E45 pyo, L pyo? pyo, L +, L pyo+ pyo pyo? pyo 
E46 +, L + - + + + ? + 
E47 ?, L ? ? + ? ? ? ? 
E48 ? ? - + ? ? ? ? 
E50 ?, L ? - + + ? + + 
E57 ?, L ? + + ? ? ? ? 
F11 ? ? - + ? ? ? ? 
F15 +, L ? - - ? ? ? ? 
F17 ? ? + ? + ? ? ? 
F22 ? ? ? ? - pyo? ? ? 
F38 +, L + - - ? ? ? ? 
F41 ? ? - ? ? pyo? ? ? 
F42 ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? 
F44 ? ? +, L -, L ? ? ? ? 
F50 ? ? ?, L ?, L ? ? ? ? 
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F52 - - - - - - - - 
F60 pyo, L pyo? pyo, L +, L pyo - - +spot 
G21 ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? 
G22 +, L + +, L + + ? ? ? 
G35 ? ? + + ? ? ? ? 
G38 + + +, L + + + + + 
G40 - ? - ? - ? - ? 
G44 -, L -, L - - - - - - 
G45 +, L + +, L + ? ? ? ? 
G52 +, L + +, L ?, L ? ? ? ? 
G55 ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? 
H3 ?, L ? + + ? ? ? ? 
H8 ?, L ? - - - ? ? ? 
H21 +, L ? - - ? ? ? ? 
H22 ?, L +, L +, L + ? ? ? + 
H23 ?, L ? + + ? ? ? + 
H26 ?, L ? + - ? + ? ? 
H28 pyo, L pyo, L +, L ? ? ? ? +spot 
H29 ? ? + + ? ? ? ? 
H34 ?, L ? - - ? + ? ? 
H35 ?, L + + + ? ? ? ? 
H37 ?, L ? + + ? + ? ? 
H38 ?, L ? + + ? ? ? ? 
H39 +, L ? ? - ? + ? +spot 
H44 -, L - - - ? ? ? ? 
H45 ?, L - + - ? ? ? ? 
H46 ?, L ?, L - - ? ? ? + 
H47 ? + - + ? ? + ? 
H48 ?, L + - - ? ? ? ? 
H50 ?, L ? - - + + + + 
H51 pyo, L pyo+ - - ? ? pyo +spot 
H57 ?, L ? - - ? ? ? ? 
H60 ?, L - - - ? ? ? ? 
I7 ? ? ? ? - - ? ? 
I8 -, L - - ? - - - ? 
I9 -, L - - - - - - ? 
I10 ?, L ? ? - - ? ? ? 
I12 ?, L ? +, L + + ? ? ? 
I14 ?, L ? - - ? ? + ? 
I16 ? ? - ? ? - ? ? 
I17 ?, L + - + ? - ? ? 
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I19 ?, L ? - ? ? - ? ? 
I21 ?, L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
I23 ?, L ? - ? ? - ? ? 
I27 ? ? - - ? ? + ? 
I29 - ? - - - ? ? - 
I30 ? ? + + + ? ? ? 
I32 ?, L ? ? + ? ? ? ? 
I37 +, L + + + + ? ? + 
I38 pyo, L pyo+, L +, L +, L pyo+ ? pyo pyo+ 
I45 +, L +, L +, L +, L + + + + 
I46 -, L - - - - - - - 
I48 +, L ? - - ? ? ? - 
I56 ?, L ? + + + + ? ? 
I57 -, L - - - - ? - ? 
J4 - ? - + - - ? ? 
J7 - - ? - - - - - 
J12 ?, L - - + ? - ? - 
J13 +, L - + + ? ? + ? 
J15 +, L ? + ? ? ? ? ? 
J28 ?, L ? - + - ? ? ? 
J33 ? ? - + - ? ? ? 
J37 +, L ?, L ?, L +, L + ? ? ? 
J41 ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? 
J43 +, L ? +, L +, L ? ? + +spot 
J47 ? ? - - ? ? ? ? 
J48 ? - - - - - - ? 
J52 ?, L ? + + ? ? ? ? 
J56 ?, L ? - + ? ? + ? 
L6 pyo, L ?, L pyo?, L pyo?, L ? ? ? ? 
K33 ?, L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
K51 ?, L +, L + ?, L + + + +spot 
K57 +, L + + + + ? ? ? 
M30 - ? - - ? + ? ? 
M50 + + ? ? ? ? ? + 
M51 ?, L ? + +, L ? ? + ? 
N8 +, L ? + ? ? ? ? ? 
N9 +, L ? + ? ? ? ? ? 
P6 pyo?, L pyo pyo pyo, L pyo - ? ? 
P11 ? ? + + ? ? ? ? 
P16 +, L ? ? ? ? ? ? + 
P28 ?, L ? ? + ? ? + ? 
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P43 ?, L +, L + ? + + + ? 
 
+, ? and – indicates colonies with intense, moderate and no fluorescent halo, respectively. 
pyo indicates the greenish blue fluorescence of pyocyanin 
L indicates lysis (clearance of agar around the colony) 
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Appendix 2. Hydrolysis profiles of isolates from group 1 towards MUF-substrates  
 
Isolate 
No. 
Incubation 
time (h) 
Date C4:0 C6:0 C8:0 C10:0 C12:0 C18:1 
B32 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 17.6 ++ ? - \ ++ ? 
48 17.6 ++ ? - \ +++ ? 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ + - 
24 29.10 ++ ++ ++ + + - 
48 29.10 ++ ++ + + + - 
24 1.12 + + + + <+ - 
48 1.12 + ? + -   >+ - 
P43 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 17.6 ++ ? - \ + ? 
48 17.6 ++ - - \ ++ - 
48 12.6 ++ ? ?? \ + - 
24 29.10 + ++ + + -* - 
48 29.10 ++ + + ? ?* - 
24 1.12 + + + + + + 
48 1.12 + - - - + - 
I14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
48 26.6 ++ ? ? \ + - 
48 12.6 + ? - \ ? - 
72 26.6 ++ ? - \ + - 
24 29.10 ++ ++ ++ + + - 
48 29.10 ++ + ? + ? - 
24 1.12 + + + + + - 
48 1.12 + - - - ? - 
G44 
 
 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ + + \ + + 
48 25.6 + ++ + \ + ?? 
48 12.6 + - - \ ++ - 
48 1.12 + ? ?? - + - 
72 1.12 ? - - - + - 
E3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 17.6 + - - \ + - 
48 17.6 ++ - - \ + - 
48 12.6 ++ ? - \ ? - 
24 5.11 >+ + - - - - 
48 5.11 + + ? - (+) ? 
48 1.12 + - - - - - 
72 1.12 ? ?? - - - - 
E6 
 
 
 
48 12.6 ++ ? ? \ ++ - 
48 17.6 + ? ? \ ++ - 
48 26.6 ++ + ? \ ++ - 
72 17.6 + + - \ ++ - 
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72 26.6 ++ ? ? \ ++ - 
48 1.12 + ?? - - + - 
72 1.12 ? - - - + - 
E50 
 
 
 
 
24 25.6 + ? + \ ? - 
48 25.6 ++ ++ + \ + - 
48 12.6 + ? ? \ - - 
24 29.10 ++ ++ ++ + - - 
48 29.10 + + + - - - 
P28 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 25.6 + ++ + \ ? - 
48 25.6 ++ ++ + \ ? - 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ - - 
24 29.10 ++ ++ ++ ? - - 
48 29.10 + + + - ? ? 
24 1.12 + + + - - - 
48 1.12 + - - - - - 
E39 
 
 
 
 
24 25.6 + + ? \ - - 
48 25.6 + ?? - \ ? ? 
48 12.6 ++ ? - \ - - 
24 5.11 ++ + - - ?? ? 
48 5.11 + + - - (+) ? 
A12 
 
 
 
 
24 17.6 ? - - \ - - 
48 17.6 + - - \ ?? - 
48 12.6 + - - \ - - 
24 5.11 ? - - - - - 
48 5.11 + ? - - - - 
E7 
 
 
 
 
48 26.6 ? - - \ - - 
48 12.6 ? - - \ - - 
72 26.6 ? - - \ - - 
24 1.12 ? + ? ? - - 
48 1.12 ? - - - - - 
F41 
 
 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ ++ + \ - - 
48 25.6 ++ ++ + \ - - 
48 12.6 ++ ? - \ - - 
24 29.10 + ++ + - - - 
48 29.10 ++ + ?? - - - 
E48 
 
 
 
 
48 25.6 ++ + + \ - - 
72 25.6 ++ + ? \ - - 
72RT 25.6 + + - \ - - 
48 1.12 ? - - - - - 
72 1.12 ? - - - - - 
C52 24 25.6 ++ ++ ? \ - - 
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48 25.6 ++ + ?? \ - - 
48 12.6 ++ ? - \ - - 
24 29.10 + + + - - - 
48 29.10 ++ + + - - - 
D60 
 
 
 
 
24 17.6 ++ ? ?? \ + ++ 
24 25.6 ++ ++ + \ ? ++ 
48 17.6 ++ ? ? \ + ? 
48 25.6 ++ + ?? \ + + 
48 12.6 ++ - ? \ ? - 
A33 
 
 
 
 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ + ++ 
48 17.6 ++ ++ ++ \ + + 
48 26.6 ++ ? - \ ++ + 
72 17.6 ++ ? + \ ++ + 
72 26.6 ++ ? ? \ ++ ++ 
I37 
 
 
24 25.6 + ++ + \ ? + 
48 25.6 + ++ + \ + ? 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ ?? + 
J52 
 
 
24 25.6 + ++ + \ - - 
48 25.6 ++ ++ + \ - - 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ - - 
I38 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ + + \ ++ + 
48 25.6 ++ + - \ + + 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ - + 
F44 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ + + \ + ? 
48 25.6 ++ + ? \ + - 
48 12.6 ++ + - \ ? - 
H51 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ ++ ++ \ + + 
48 25.6 ++ ++ ++ \ + ? 
48 12.6 ++ ? ? \ - + 
J13 
 
 
24 25.6 + + - \ - ? 
48 25.6 + + ? \ ? ? 
48 12.6 ++ - - \ - - 
F60 
 
 
24 25.6 + + + \ + + 
48 25.6 + ? - \ ?? + 
48 12.6 ++ - - \ - - 
G35 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ + + \ ?? - 
48 25.6 ++ + - \ - - 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ - - 
L6 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ ++ + \ + + 
48 25.6 ++ ++ + \ + ?? 
48 12.6 ++ ?? + \ ? - 
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M30 
 
 
24 25.6 + ? ?? \ - - 
48 25.6 ++ ? - \ ? - 
48 12.6 ++ ? - \ - - 
A2 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ + + \ - - 
48 25.6 + ++ + \ ?? - 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ - - 
A37 
 
 
24 17.6 ++ ? - \ - - 
48 17.6 ++ ? - \ - - 
48 12.6 ++ ?? - \ - - 
C11 
 
 
24 25.6 + ? - \ ?? - 
48 25.6 + + ? \ ?? - 
48 12.6 + - - \ - - 
B53 
 
 
24 25.6 + + + \ ++ ++ 
48 25.6 ++ + + \ + ?? 
48 12.6 ++ ? ? \ + - 
E45 
 
 
24 25.6 ? - - \ + + 
48 25.6 ++ + - \ ? + 
48 12.6 ++ - ?? \ ?? - 
H22 
 
 
24 25.6 ++ ++ + \ ++ ++ 
48 25.6 ++ ++ + \ ++ + 
48 12.6 ++ ? - \ + ++ 
C36 
 
 
24 25.6 + ? + \ ++ ? 
48 25.6 ? ?? - \ + ++ 
48 12.6 + - - \ ?? ?? 
P6 
 
 
24 25.6 + + + \ + + 
48 25.6 + + - \ ? + 
48 12.6 + - - \ ?? ?? 
I48 
 
 
 
24 24.6 + ++ ++ \ + + 
24 25.6 ++ + - \ ++ + 
48 24.6 + + ++ \ + ++ 
48 25.6 ++ + ++ \ ++ + 
B37 
 
 
24 24.6 ++ + + \ + + 
48 24.6 ++ ++ + \ + + 
48 RT 24.6 + ++ ++ \ + ++ 
C53 
 
 
 
24 24.6 ++ + + \ ? ? 
24 25.6 ++ + + \ + ++ 
48 24.6 + + + \ - ? 
48 25.6 + + + \ + + 
J28 
 
 
24 24.6 + + + \ - - 
24 25.6 + + ? \ - - 
48 24.6 + ++ + \ ? - 
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 48 25.6 ? + ? \ - - 
H34 
 
 
48 25.6 ? - - \ ?? - 
72 25.6 ? - - \ - - 
72RT 25.6 ? - - \ - - 
 
* MUF- C12 was diluted 4 times on 29.10, which was normally used non-diluted. 
The fluorescence intensity decreases in the order of ++, >+, +, <+, ?, <?, -. 
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Appendix 3. Hydrolysis profiles of isolates from group 2 towards MUF-substrates 
 
Isolate 
No. 
Incubation 
time (h) 
Date C4:0 C6:0 C8:0 C10:0 C12:0 C18:1 
2 
 
24 5.11 + + + ? ++ + 
48 5.11 + + - - ? + 
6 
 
24 5.11 ++ + + + ++ ++ 
48 5.11 + + - ?? ++ + 
UF8 8 
 
 
 
24 5.11 ++ ++ + - +++ + 
48 5.11 ++ ++ + - ++ + 
24 1.12 + + + + ++ <++ 
48 1.12 + ? ? ?? ++ + 
10 
 
24 5.11 + + + ? + + 
48 5.11 + + - ?? + + 
UF8 3 
 
24 5.11 + + + - ++ + 
48 5.11 + + + - ++ + 
UF8 12 
 
24 5.11 + + + + ++ + 
48 5.11 + + - - ++ + 
1 
 
24 5.11 + + + + + + 
48 5.11 + + - - + + 
7 
 
24 5.11 + + ? - + - 
48 5.11 + + - ?? + - 
UF8 1 
 
24 5.11 + + ? - ++ + 
48 5.11 + + - - ++ + 
UF8 15 
 
24 5.11 + + + - ++ + 
48 5.11 + + - - + + 
29 
 
24 5.11 + + ? - + + 
48 5.11 + + ?? - + - 
42 
 
24 1.12 ? + + + + + 
48 1.12 + ?? - - + - 
I35 
 
 
 
24 1.7 ? - - \ ? - 
24 15.7 + + + + + - 
48 1.7 + ? - \ ? - 
48 15.7 + ? ? ?? ? - 
I26 
 
 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + - - \ + ? 
24 1.7 + - - \ + + 
24 15.7 + + + + + ? 
48 1.7 + - - \ + - 
48 1.7 + - - \ + - 
48 15.7 + ? ?? ? + ? 
K43 24 1.7 + ? - \ + - 
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24 15.7 + + + + ? ? 
48 1.7 + ? - \ + - 
48 15.7 + + - - ? - 
J31 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + ? - \ - - 
24 15.7 + ?? ? - - - 
48 1.7 + - - \ - - 
48 15.7 + ?? - - - - 
L18 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + ? - \ ? ? 
24 15.7 + + + + + + 
48 1.7 + ? - \ ++ - 
48 15.7 + + (+) - + ?? 
J17 
 
 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + - - \ + - 
24 15.7 + + + + + + 
48 1.7 + - - \ ? - 
48 15.7 + + + ? + - 
24 29.10 + ++ + ? -* ? 
48 29.10 ++ + ? - -* - 
I18 
 
 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + ? - \ ++ - 
24 15.7 + + + + ++ - 
48 1.7 + ? - \ ++ - 
48 15.7 + + - ? + - 
24 29.10 + + + + + - 
48 29.10 + ++ + <+ + - 
G13 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + ? - \ - - 
24 15.7 + + + + - - 
48 1.7 + ? - \ - - 
48 15.7 + ? - - ? - 
I31 
 
 
 
24 1.7 + - - \ + + 
24 15.7 + ? ? - + + 
48 1.7 ? - - \ + ++ 
48 15.7 + ? ? - + + 
H8P 
 
24 15.7 + ++ + ? ? - 
48 15.7 ++ + - - + - 
I10R 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + + 
48 15.7 + ? - - ? - 
I38R 
 
 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + ? 
48 15.7 + + - - + - 
24 29.10 + ++ + + ? + 
48 29.10 ++ + ? - ? - 
K21R 
 
24 15.7 + + + - - - 
48 15.7 + + ? - ?? - 
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I35A 
 
 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + + 
48 15.7 + ? - - + + 
24 29.10 + ++ ++ + ?? + 
48 29.10 ++ + ? ?? ? ++ 
J28R 
 
 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + ? 
48 15.7 + + ?? - + - 
24 29.10 ++ ++ + + - + 
48 29.10 ++ + - - - - 
J25R 
 
 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + ? 
48 15.7 + + ? - + - 
24 29.10 + + + ? - - 
48 29.10 ++ + + - - - 
G14R 
 
24 15.7 + + + + ++ + 
48 15.7 + + ? - ++ ++ 
I35B 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + - 
48 15.7 + ? - ? ? - 
I19R 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + - 
48 15.7 + + - ? ? - 
G19R 
 
24 15.7 + + + ? ++ + 
48 15.7 + ?? ?? - + + 
I17R 
 
24 15.7 (+) ? (+) ?? + (+) 
48 15.7 + ?? - - + + 
H24R 
 
24 15.7 + + + ? - - 
48 15.7 + ? ? - - - 
I27R 
 
 
 
24 15.7 + + + ? + ? 
48 15.7 + + ? - + ?? 
24 29.10 + ++ + + - + 
48 29.10 ++ + - - ? - 
G18P 
 
24 15.7 ? ? ? - - - 
48 15.7 + ?? - - - - 
H15R 
 
24 15.7 + + + + + + 
48 15.7 + + - - + ? 
 
The fluorescence intensity decreases in the order of ++, >+, +, <+, ?, <?, -. 
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Appendix 4. Hydrolysis profiles of fractions of liquid culture towards 
MUF-substrates 
 
Isolate 
No. 
Date 
Culture 
fraction 
C4:0 C10:0 C12:0 C18:1 
7 
 
 
 
 
 
20.11 sup.* \ - - - 
20.11 son.* \ ? + - 
25.11 sup. \ ?? - - 
25.11 son. \ + ++ - 
14.1 sup. + <+ ? - 
14.1 son. + <+ ++ - 
6 
 
 
 
20.11 sup. \ + - ?? 
20.11 son. \ ? ++ ? 
25.11 sup. \ + + <+ 
25.11 son. \ + ++ <+ 
I18 
 
 
 
 
 
20.11 sup. \ - + + 
20.11 son. \ ? ++ ?? 
25.11 sup. \ + ?? - 
25.11 son. \ + ++ - 
14.1 sup. + + + - 
14.1 son. + + ++ ?? 
J17 
 
 
 
 
 
20.11 sup. \ + ? ?? 
20.11 son. \ ? ++ ? 
25.11 sup. \ + + + 
25.11 son. \ + ++ ? 
14.1 sup. + + ? <+ 
14.1 son. >+ + + ? 
UF8 8 
 
 
 
14.1 sup. + + >+ ? 
14.1 son. + <+ >+ ?? 
26.1 sup. \ \ + + 
26.1 son. \ \ + ? 
42 
 
 
 
14.1 sup. + + <+ <+ 
14.1 son. + + + - 
26.1 sup. \ \ - - 
26.1 son. \ \ + - 
B32 
 
2.2 sup. \ \ - - 
2.2 son. \ \ + ?? 
E6 
 
17.2 sup. \ \ <+ - 
17.2 son. \ \ ++ <+ 
P43 
 
28.1 sup. \ \ + ? 
28.1 son. \ \ + - 
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F44 
 
28.1 sup. \ \ + + 
28.1 son. \ \ + - 
G44 
 
 
 
29.1 sup. \ \ - - 
29.1 son. \ \ + - 
5.2 sup. \ \ - - 
5.2 son. \ \ - - 
E3 
 
 
 
29.1 sup. \ \ - - 
29.1 son. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C sup. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C son. \ \ - - 
10.2, PCA sup. \ \ - - 
10.2,PCA son. \ \ - - 
10.2, LB sup. \ \ - - 
10.2, LB son. \ \ - - 
12.2, 
lysozyme 
pellet \ \ - - 
I14 
 
 
 
26.1 sup. \ \ - - 
26.1 son. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C sup. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C son. \ \ - - 
7 
 
 
 
 
 
20.11 sup.* \ - - - 
20.11 son.* \ ? + - 
25.11 sup. \ ?? - - 
25.11 son. \ + ++ - 
14.1 sup. + <+ ? - 
14.1 son. + <+ ++ - 
6 
 
 
 
20.11 sup. \ + - ?? 
20.11 son. \ ? ++ ? 
25.11 sup. \ + + <+ 
25.11 son. \ + ++ <+ 
I18 
 
 
 
 
 
20.11 sup. \ - + + 
20.11 son. \ ? ++ ?? 
25.11 sup. \ + ?? - 
25.11 son. \ + ++ - 
14.1 sup. + + + - 
14.1 son. + + ++ ?? 
J17 
 
 
 
 
20.11 sup. \ + ? ?? 
20.11 son. \ ? ++ ? 
25.11 sup. \ + + + 
25.11 son. \ + ++ ? 
14.1 sup. + + ? <+ 
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 14.1 son. >+ + + ? 
UF8 8 
 
 
 
14.1 sup. + + >+ ? 
14.1 son. + <+ >+ ?? 
26.1 sup. \ \ + + 
26.1 son. \ \ + ? 
42 
 
 
 
14.1 sup. + + <+ <+ 
14.1 son. + + + - 
26.1 sup. \ \ - - 
26.1 son. \ \ + - 
B32 
 
2.2 sup. \ \ - - 
2.2 son. \ \ + ?? 
E6 
 
17.2 sup. \ \ <+ - 
17.2 son. \ \ ++ <+ 
P43 
 
28.1 sup. \ \ + ? 
28.1 son. \ \ + - 
F44 
 
28.1 sup. \ \ + + 
28.1 son. \ \ + - 
G44 
 
 
 
29.1 sup. \ \ - - 
29.1 son. \ \ + - 
5.2 sup. \ \ - - 
5.2 son. \ \ - - 
E3 
 
 
 
29.1 sup. \ \ - - 
29.1 son. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C sup. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C son. \ \ - - 
10.2, PCA sup. \ \ - - 
10.2,PCA son. \ \ - - 
10.2, LB sup. \ \ - - 
10.2, LB son. \ \ - - 
12.2, 
lysozyme 
pellet \ \ - - 
I14 
 
 
 
26.1 sup. \ \ - - 
26.1 son. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C sup. \ \ - - 
5.2, 30 °C son. \ \ - - 
 
* sup. and son. mean respectively the supernatant fraction of liquid culture and sonicated cell 
suspension. 
The fluorescence intensity decreases in the order of ++, >+, +, <+, ?, <?, -. 
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Appendix 5. Lipase activity in fractions obtained by different extraction methods 
  
Isolate 
No. 
Date Fraction 
Treatment 
Sonicated Non-sonicated 
Control Triton 1% Triton 0.1% Control Triton 1% Triton 0.1% Sodium cholate Lysozyme 
C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 C12:0 C18:1 
I18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
27.1 
 
 
mixture* + ?? + - + - 
\ 
<+ - 
sup. ? - + - + - ?? - 
pellet + - ? - ? - + ?? 
28.1 
 
 
mixture ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + 
\ sup. + - ++ ? ++ ?? + - ++ <+ 
pellet ++ <+ + - + - ++ ?? + - 
4.2 
 
 
mixture 
\ 
+ 
\ 
+ 
\ 
+ 
\ \ sup. ?? + <+ 
pellet ?? + + 
42 
 
 
2.2 
 
 
mixture ? - <+ - <+ - - - - - 
\ sup. ?? - <+ - <+ - - - - - 
pellet - - - - - - - - ?? - 
7 
 
 
 
8.2 
 
 
mixture + ?? + ?? + ?? + ?? + - 
\ sup. - - + ? + ? - - <+ ? 
pellet ? - - - - - + - - - 
16.2 
mixture + - ? - + - ++ - + - 
\ sup. - - + ?? + ?? - - <+ - 
pellet + - - - - - + - - - 
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B32 
 
 
 
 
 
17.2 
 
 
mixture + - + ? + - + - + ? + - 
\ sup. - - + ? + - - - ? - ? - 
pellet + - <+ - + - + - + - + - 
4.3 
 
 
mixture 
\ 
+ ? 
\ 
+ ? + ? 
sup. - - - - - - 
pellet + ?? + ? + - 
E6 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3 
 
 
mixture + - - - - - + - - - - - 
\ sup. - - - - - - - - - - ?? - 
pellet + - - - - - ? - - - ?? - 
4.3 
 
 
mixture 
\ 
+ ? 
\ 
+ ? + ? 
sup. - - + - - - 
pellet + ?? + ? + - 
 
* mixture indicates the mixture of cell suspension and detergent after incubation at room temperature for 15 min and in ice bath for 15 min. 
sup. and pellet indicate respectively the supernatant and pellet obtained from the mixture. Lipase activity in supernatant after treatment indicates the lipase extracted 
from cells, while the activity in pellet indicates the lipase still bound to cell membranes.  
 
 
 
 
